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FOREWORD 

In the first years of the Second United Nations Development Decade, 
UNIDO will devote increasing attention to those problems of industrial develop- 
ment for which the planning time span is some five years or more. Such problems 
are often among the most difficult to solve. The research necessary to devise 
appropriate measures may take considerable time, apart from the lengthy period 
required for the measures to produce their full effects. Most projects for technical 
assistance to a developing country arc of much shorter duration than five years, 
and while they arc being devised and implemented thcic is some risk of putáng 
insufficient emphasis on long-term measures. 

It is not intended that UNIDO should interrupt the rhythm of its established 
technical assistance activities in order to give more intensive study to the problems 
of longer-term planning. On the contrary, an important part of the new pro- 
gramme will consist of taking stock of past experience to see what lessons can be 
drawn for the benefit of future work programmes. It is particularly important 
to identify certain common factors that affect the operation of the majority of 
projects and to evaluate their influence. It is through such factors that the progress 
of a large project in one branch of industry can interact on the progress of other 
large projects in the same or in another branch. 

The most intractable difficulties experienced by the developing countries 
and the experience in meeting these difficulties will be a challenge to all who 
aim to accelerate the pace of their industrial development. These difficulties must 
be subjected to fresh analysis. To surmount them, new, imaginative ideas have 
to be propounded and new policy measures developed. 

As an essential part of its Second Development Decade activities, UNIDO 
is publishing a scries of papers on trends and prospects in the developing countries 
of some of the main branches of industry during the 1970s. These papers should 
serve as preparatory material for workshops and seminars at which the proposals 
will be more widely debated, or for a scries of regional meetings at which the 
recommendations will be given more precise form. The papers will normally 
include forecasts of consumption and production up to 1980. It goes without 
saying that accurate predictions cannot be made for ten years ahead. Nevertheless, 
quantitative forecasts help to illustrate and orient the text. No attempt will 
be made to impose on the consultants who collaborate in preparing these fore- 
casts a uniform methodology or set of assumptions. 

In accordance with the international development strategy for the Second 
United Nations Development Decade,l manufacturing output in the developing 

' General Assembly Resolution 2626 (XXV). 



countries should be increased by an average of H per cent yearly. To achieve 
this target, some complex problems must be resolved in the fields of planning, 
finance, management and implementation. In particular, it is essential to take- 
full account of factors whose effects are felt only in the long term, as was stressed 
in the recently published "Study of the Capacity of the UN Development 
System".2 It is hoped that the papers in the new UNIDO series will make a 
contribution to the long-range industrial development strategy of Governments 
and to the work of UNIDO and of other United Nations bodies concerned. 

The motor vehicle industry is the subject of this second paper in the series. 
(More exactly, the paper deals with road motor vehicles other than motorcycles 
and motorized cycles.) It is, of course, true that no branch of industry can be 
developed in isolation. Motor vehicle manufacture, however, requires and helps 
to generate the development of enterprises for the manufacture of a particularly 
wide range of high-quality products, especially in the engineering field. In the 
process, a general rise in the level of technology is achieved which is a permanent 
asset for promoting the country's continuing industrial development. 

The economic and social development of a country depends-in all sectors, 
not merely in the industrial sector-on an adequate infrastructure of transport 
and communications facilities. Road transport equipment is a substantial part 
of this infrastructure, particularly in developing countries with restricted railway 
networks. These facts lend special significance to a study of the prospects for 
local manufacture of motor vehicles. 

The motor vehicle industry always remains an assembly industry in the 
technical sense that the enterprise selling the complete product finds it economic 
to purchase from other manufacturers a considerable proportion of the parts 
items of equipment and accessories incorporated in a modern vehicle. This is a' 
situation which inherently provides opportunities for international-and some- 
times regional-co-operation in production and selling. 

It should also be pointed out that 47 developing countries already have 
motor vehicle industries, although most have not progressed far beyond the 
assembly of kits of parts imported from the licensor's parent factory. There are 
therefore advantages in attempting a critical survey of what has been achieved 
and what has sometimes gone wrong (sec chapter 3). It is also appropriate to 
devote at least as much attention, in framing an action programme, to the im- 
provement of existing motor vehicle industries « to the creation of new ones 
(sec chapter 4). 

Enough has been said to make it evident that the Governments of most 
developing countries need to bring the motor vehicle industry under review in 
connexion with some aspect or another of their development policies. 

This paper was prepared by Mr. Fernand L. Picard, formerly Director of 
Research and Development Régie nationale des Usines Renault, Boulognc- 
milancourt, France, as consultant, in co-operation with the UNIDO secretariat. 
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Chapter I 

REASONS FOR ESTABLISHING A 
MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY 

Survey of the moti» vehicle situation 

The development of road transport 

The need for motor vehicles becomes incontestable as soon as the develop- 
ment of an economy reaches a certain level, in order to transport materials 
and products needed for operation of the economy, and also people, as a con- 
sequence of their activities in general, quite apart from their leisure pursuits and 
the needs of tourism. 

Every economic activity calls for the transport over shorter or longer 
distances of raw materials for production, building materials or finished products. 
Essrntial transport activities include the following : 

In agriculture, the transport of fertilizers from factories to agricultural 
land, of harvests to markets or to storage silos and of milk and farm produce 
to villages and towns; 

In building and civil engineering, the transport of excavated material and 
building materials from quarries to factories and construction sites; 
In industry, the transport between factories of primary and intermediate 
products, of machine tools and other factory equipment; also, the transport 
of finished products from factories to points of sale, and from these to the 
customers' homes; 

In the fuel and power sector, the transport of coal and crude oil from mines 
and wells to electric power stations and refineries, and of gasolene, diesel 
fuel and lubricating oils from refineries to distribution points throughout 
the territory. 

The magnitude of these transport operations is broadly related to the level 
of economic activity (as reflected by the gross national product). Transport can 
obviously be carried out by means other than motor vehicles, but: 

In developing countries, the infrastructure is often totally lacking, whether 
one thinks of railways, ports, canals, roads or oil pipelines, and the simplest 
and fastest method, pending the establishment of these means of transport 
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•"Hi during their eonstnuuon. ,s still to „M trosw.umtrx-tuv vehicles 
which cm pass along tracks or even traverse open country; 

Motor vehicle transport nukes poss.hle duvet conveyance, w.th.u.t un- 
load,n« •yul --c-l».idiiiir. from place of production to place of use in the 
ese of other means of transport, reloadmg can onlv exceptionally bo avoided 
•>nd hence road transport results ,n useful savings of cost and't.mc m the 
case of perishables (fruits, vegetables, milk. meat. fish, etc.); 

Investment in roads is louer than tor laying railway tracks and building 
canals which   owing to the technical requirements'for trains and ships 
necessitates substantial engineering work (tunnels, viaducts, locks) in coun- 
tries with mountainous terrain; 

Lastly, the experience of the developed countries shows that road is ever- 
where constantly gaming ground on rail for the transport of materials 
winch are not heavy, and in particular for industrial and food products. 

Coods transport operations call tor vehicles suitable for the materials con- 
veyed, i.e., as appropriate, platform lorries, tipper lorries, tankers, refrigerated 
vans, cattle trucks, crane carriers, etc. «rrigt rated 

Passenger transport is also a function of economic activity, the number 

indire °' jrr mcrng ,mrkcd,y with thc ¿4Ä industry,   n other words, then- is the conveyance of people from their homes 
to their places of work in to,,, (offices, shops, etc.) or m the cL^ (Z£ 
quarnes, construction sites, factories). In addition, there is the transpö tof héaíh 
services personnel for medical work and of government personneUngged   n 
maintaining order, supervising the economic life of the country, etK 
countries an „„portant element is the conveyance of tourists L   ai pom or 

railway stations to hotels and from hotels to the sights which h"vTract« 
then   and their much-sought-after foreign exchange) to the country 

servi,   KC °UU?Ct' PTCngtT tramport tcnds to bc organiod as a public, collective 
service by p,W!c authorities or by private companies. Where there! no nf a 

Road transport, ,„ combination with commercial aviation   should enable 

i 
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horseback, because oí the savings in travel rime and the increase in territorial 
area which can be canvassed. 

Lastly, travelling means becoming acquainted with other lands and other 
people. In this sense, the automobile is a means of communication and progress 
ami a powerful tool for peace and brotherhood. 

Motor vehicles in use on I January 1969 

From the statistical point of view, motor vehicles are divided into three 
categories, as follows: 

Passenger cars (abbreviated, cars) motor cars with a maximum of six seats, 
whatever type of body they may have (limousine, station wagon, break, 
etc.) ; 

Commercial vehicles (abbreviated, CV) all vehicles designed and equipped 
for goods transport whatever their carrying capacity may be (lorry, van, 
jeep, pick-up, etc.).1 

Passenger service vehicles (abbreviated, PSV) public transport vehicles 
with more than six scats, whether intended for city transport (buses) or long- 
distance or tourist travel (coaches). 

The most reliable statistics reported a world total (with certain omissions, 
see table 1) on 1 January 1969 of 216,269,200 vehicles. 2 Nearly 170 million 
(i.e. 78.5 per cent of the total) were cars. Compared with the world totals on 
1 January 1968 and 1 January 1965, the increase was 6.7 per cent and 30.4 per 
cent, respectively. 

It must be pointed out that statistics of the number of vehicles reflect the 
real situation imperfectly since, depending on the case: 

One vehicle can represent a car, CV or PSV; 
A car may be a "mini" or a Cadillac; 
A CV may be a light van to carry 250 kg or a 20-ton heavy lorry; 
A PSV may be an 8-seat microbus or a 50-seat coach 
Statistics according to vehicle weight would give a more complete picture. 

Value statistics would be even less precise than numbers as an indicator, owing 
to the difficulties surrounding attempts to make a meaningful conversion into 
a common currency of prices ruling in différent countries and expressed in 
different currencies. 

The impression given by the statistics in terms of number particularly 
iinderrmphasi7cs the position of the United States, where the average car weighs 
1,500 kg, is 4.40 m long and has an engine with a 5-litre cylinder capacity, as 
compared with the European average of 800 kg weight, 3.10 m length and 
1.2-litrc engine. 

1 Buses and coaches arc generally included in the definition of commercial vehicles but 
.HT treated here as a separate category. 

2 The time of year to which statistics of the number of vehicles in use relate varies 
from country to country, but is 31 December in a large number of cases. For convenience 
in forecasting, all these statistics arc assumed to relate to 1 January next following. 
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The ten countries with the largest number of vehicles in use were the 
following : 

United States      101,039,113 

V,rancc ,       13,220,(KK) 
Germany, Fed. Rep       13 113 793 
United Kingdom [      12,786,310 

fPan  12.482,266 
1? y •  8,976,558 
,*"n      7,539,167 
t        ,.  5,325,(MM) 
*ustra,la  4,281,757 
pam     2,253,519 

Total     181,017,493 

These countries accounted for 83.6 per cent of the world total, with the 
USA alone accounting for 46.6 per cent. The distribution of vehicles in use 

/riSSTE" " 'I tab.,C l t0gCthcr With * (aPita &ross national P^duct 
(GNP). The economic development and the vehicle density of each continent 
are clearly related. 

 TABLE
 '•   MOTO« VEHICLE DENSITY AND AVERAGE INCOME, 1968 

..   . I 'thkki in UH 
Hegum iif ,i>iinfr>'          per capita 

ri,0M,mU Per cent of Ptr ihvui.md C,NP '" 
»nits world UM.il inhMtmts 4oH,m 

Aftka         4<mA 1.9 12.0 I7H 
America : 

,Nort\  HW.578.3 50.2 500 4 41.40 
Centra «  )£*, ~ :*'u-* 4'-4y 

South                   2'6295 1-2 30.2 474 
S<Uth   *.<*4-2 3.1 37.0 419 

As,at     16.769.5 7.8 14.4                 151 
Europe: market economics     64,0*5.3 29.6 i91.9             , H5() 

Europe and USSK: centrally 
planned economies    8,105.8 3.7 33.8 

Oceania   = î7e , 
         5'375-_l 2.5 300.0 1,940 

WorldTotal"6      216,216.1 1000 "¿¿J~       '—] 

of which: 
United States    tm „in, ±. _ 

••fr* •••' Sffi    £<>     mi    Í2 EEC  and United Kingdom   ....      52,693.8 24 4 218 1 inn« 
Developing countries«»        15,079.8 70 Q 

Sounes: Auhmohilr llttn ,md litures    1970 Aiit.,m.,i,ii^ KI      e 
limited by French «our,« in regard ^French  'okÏÏ? h     Ma»«fr««• Association. Inc.. Detroit, supple- 
iiMunicd t» apply to 1 January IW) ' °,ynn,a- '" subs«I"• "bles thne data on vehicles in Are 

• Including Mexico ami excluding tuba 
I-.xcluriing Republic of Yemen and centi entrally planned economi» of Asia. 
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It should be noted that for the United States, the country which is the 
most highly motorized and has the highest per capita GNP, the number of vehicles 
amounted to 502.3 per thousand inhabitants (1.99 inhabitants per vehicle). 

For the European members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) 3 the figure was 192.8 vehicles per thousand in- 
habitants with an average per capita income of $1,857 in 1968; for the countries 
of the European Economic Community (EEC) together with the United King- 
dom it was 218.1 for an average income of $2,008 per head. 

For the developing countries, with the exceptions noted in table 1 the 
total number of motor vehicles was 15,132,900 for 1,663 million inhabitants, 
i.e. an average of 9.1 vehicles per thousand inhabitants. Their average per capita 
income is estimated at $190. 

Vehicle density is plotted against per capita GNP in the figure below. All 
the points lie close to the straight line passing through the points representing 
Asia at one extreme and Northern and Central America at the other, except 
the point for Europe. The policy in regard to motorization pursued by the 
centrally planned economies is no doubt the main reason for this exception. 

i    IM 

100 

SO 

i^*^ 

y^    '• 

it 

• • 
^\ 

1 ^s \ 

MS 1.000       IMO        MM       1.(00        1.M0 

P*t teßlf    ONP  (|) 

Vehicle density in relation to GNP 

IMO 1.40t      1.500 

• 1 — Africa 
• 2 — North ana Central America 
• 3 — South America 
• 4 - Asia 
• 5 — Europe 

• 6 — Oceania 
• 7 — OECD (Europe) 
• 8 — EEC + United Kingdom 
• 9 —World 
• 10 — Developing countries 

J Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany (Fed. Rep.), Greece, Iceland, Ireland, 
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. 
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Motor i't'fiiclc production in IW) 

Production amounted to 29,721.500 motor vehicles in 1969, including 
23,027,400 cars (77.5 per cent of the total) and 6,694,KM) CV and PSV (set- 
table 2). The total represented an increase of 5 per cent in comparison with 
1968 and of 37.3 per cent in comparison with 1964; 1966 and 1967 were years 
or stagnation and even, as regards 1967, of slump. 

TABU 2.    MOTOR VEHICLE PRODUCTION IN 1%9: PRINCIPAL 
MANUFACTURING COUNTRIES AND WORM) TOTA! 

 P"'*«'»• (thousand „nils) Sumbtr of nmnuf.Ktuten 

Cm CVtmdPSl- /'„,.,; (;„„     CVM4     ,•„„, 

,Unitcd Statcs        «.224.3 1,980.7 10,205.0 4 H        10 
JaPan   ;        2,611.5 2,062.8 4,674.3 9        12        12 
(.crmany, Fed. Rep. of ...      3,312.5 292.0 3.604.5 11        H        17 
;a"«.r-       2.16«4 290.8 2,459.2 5 6 8 

United Kingdom        1,704.9 4779 ,1828 5 . 
J?1*-  1.477.4 118.6 1,596.0 6 3 f, 
\'•*3     1-M6.2 314.5 1,350.7 4 4 5 
USSR   293.6 550.7 844.3 
^am-  W.I 75.3 454.4 5 7 7 
*Ustr?,,a  3¿uu 50.0 400.0 5 4 5 
f"2'1  240.0 108.0 348.0 3 5 5 
Jc,»um    283.5 27.6 311.1 4 2 4 
S

4
wcdcn   242.9 27.8 2707 2 "> 1 

Af«ina
1  156.0 60.0 216.0 7 7 7 

Sub-total  22,480.3 6,436.7 28,917.0 70 76 94 

World total         23,027.4 6,694.1 29,721.5 

W.- A*amMk IW,, md I-«•,   ,970, Automobile Manufacturer,' Aviation. Ine   Detroit 

parab.e ÄÄÄÄÄÄ^^^^      *< f'*U'« »«dlM* are „ot „rictly con, 

The motor vehicle industry is one of the most concentrated in the world • 
fourteen countries, each of which produces more than 200,000 vehicles a year" 
(roughly 100 an hour), account for 97.3 per cent of world production (97.6 per cent 
of car and 96.2 per cent of CV and PSV production-see table 2) Production 
in these fourteen countr.es ,s in the hands of 94 manufacturers, 70 of whom 
manufacture cars and seventy-six manufacture CV and PSV 4 

The first seven of these countries alone, each of which produces more than 

o 87T« Ver      M" yCai; COmain 63 ma"»fact»• »J in 1969 accounted 

SSÎF•?^ Pr0dl,CtÍOn (894 PCr CCnt °f a" CarS «* 82-3 P« «* 
i 

manuA^'' CXC,UdC thC SpCCÍa,ÍSf C"ach build-. -ho purchase PSV chassis from Í 
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It wc consider the situation in 1969 with regard to the major international 
manufacturers, we find that: 

The three groups in the United States, i.e. General Motors. Ford and 
Chrysler, with their many subsidiaries throughout the world, manufactured 
14,234,864 vehicles, or 48 per cent of the total. 

The ten largest manufacturers (General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, Volks- 
wagen, Fiat, Toyota, Nissan, Renault, British Lcyland Motors and Toyo- 
Kogyo), with their various subsidiaries, manufactured 23,075,350 vehicles, 
or 78 per cent of the total. 

The total production or assembly of vehicles by developing countries in 
1969 slightly exceeded 1.1 million (3.8 per cent of world production). It wc 
confine ourselves to developing countries where the domestic content of the 
vehicles is 30 per cent or more, their combined output is less than 3.3 per cent 
of the world total. 

It should also be pointed out that the ratio between total production and 
the total number of vehicles in use is relatively stable. In the past five years, 
it has ranged from 12.8 to 13.5 per cent, with the exception of 1967, when it 
was 12.0 per cent owing to the decline in production in that year. A similar 
stability is observable if the ratio is calculated for cars or for CV and PSV; the 
percentage for the latter group exceeds that for cars by 0.7 to 0.9 in every recent year. 

The trend towards concentration is actively continuing in all the major 
manufacturing countries, where, particularly in recent years, mergers have 
taken place or co-operation agreements have been reached. The purpose of these 
financial or technical arrangements is to reduce costs by reducing the number 
ot models and establishments and to increase production volume in order to 
improve the effectiveness of the means of production and distribution. 

With only four companies manufacturing cars and a production of 
8,224,327 cars, the United States provides an extreme example of this concentra- 
tion. (In 1925 there were 150 car manufacturers in the country.) 

Production in the developing countries 

Wc have seen that the motor vehicle production and assembly of the devel- 
oping countries accounted in 1969 for only 3.8 per cent of the total number of 
vehicles produced, while the number of vehicles in use in those countries 
accounted for 6.9 per cent of the world total. 

These simple figures fail to reflect accurately the complexity of the current 
situation. The production of motor vehicles in developing countries takes four 
fairly distinct forms: 

Vehicles manufactured entirely in the country; 

Vehicles assembled from CKD kits with the incorporation of some domestic 
products (accessories, items of equipment, parts) ; 

Vehicles assembled entirely from imported CKD kits; 

Vehicles which incorporate only the labour of final assembly of imported 
SKD kits. 
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Statistics do not at present allow the total production figure to be broken 
down into these tour categories. Production in Argentina, Brazil, India and 
Spain, for example, is more than 95 per cent of domestic origin ; it takes place 
under licence from major international manufacturers and. in the case of Spain, 
part of the production is of domestic design. However, some idea of the volume 
of vehicle assembly from CKD kits can be gained from the following information : 

The number of assembly contracts in operation increased from 170 at the 
end of I960 to 430 at the end of 1968, i.e. by more than 150 per cent; 
The number of countries carrying out assembly was 70 at the end of 196«, 
compared with 42 at the end of 1960 and 59 at the end of 1967; 
At the end of 1968, 50 new projects for vehicle assembly were under study; 
British Leyland Motors, for example, makes 50 per cent of its exports in 
the form of CKD kits; 

Renault exported 210,000 vehicles in CKD form in 1967, out of a total 
production of 777,468 and exports of 354,430. 
Manufacturers in all the major producing countries have found it necessary 

to adopt this policy. Those based in the United States, with the collaboration 
of their subsidiaries in Australia, the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
United Kingdom, have 133 assembly contracts in 43 countries. French manu- 
facturers have 77 assembly contracts in 39 countries, while the Japanese have 59 
in 28 countries (compared with only 7 in 6 countries in 1962) and the Italians 
30 in 27 countries. Excluding tli. K>rd and General Motors subsidiaries (whose 
assembly contracts are counted with those of the parent American companies) 
manufacturers in the Federal Republic of Germany have 56 contracts in 26 coun- 
tries and United Kingdom manufacturers 48 in 34 countries. 

The number of such agreements operated by a major manufacturer depends 
on many factors, including the geographical distribution of its exports of complete 
vehicles in the past, the volume of its production, and its capacity (financially 
and technically) to mount these complex operations. 

General Motors (including its subsidiaries in Australia, the Federal Republic 
of Germany and the United Kingdom) have assembly contracts in 24 countries 
Of these, 9 are in the Caribbean and Latin Amcr.ca, 6 in Asian and 2 in African 
developing countries. 

Ford (including its subsidiaries in the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the United Kingdom) have assembly contracts in 32 countries. Of these, 8 are 
in the Caribbean and Latin America, 8 in Asian and 4 in African developing 
munirli»« "    » countries. 

Chrysler (including its subsidiaries in France and the United Kingdom) 
have assembly contracts in 31 countries. Of these, 10 are in the Caribbean and 
Latin America, 9 m Asian and 2 in African developing countries 

Volkswagen (including its subsidiaries in the Federal Republic of Germany} 
have assembly contracts in 16 countries. Of these, 5 are in Latin America and 

-*   III   Zi SI ti. 

Fut (including its Italian subsidiary OM) have assembly contracts in 28 coun- 
tries. Of these, 5 are in Latin America, 5 in Asian and 5 in African developing 
countries. r'"o 
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Even manufacturers which arc small by world standards have uiul.rtakcn 
the installation of assembly lines in distant countries, sometimes with substantial 
financial participation. For some, this is a matter of prestige rather thin of the 
immediate profitability of their investments. For many others, it is rather the 
desire to establish themselves in countries which it is hoped are destined for 
great development in the shorter or longer run. 

World trade in motor vehicles in 196H 

Under these production conditions international competition is extremely 
strong. A large proportion of the output of the major producing countries other 
than the United States is exported; in 1968, the figures were: 

62 per cent for the Federal Republic of Germany 
46 per cent for France 
37 per cent for the United Kingdom 
35 per cent for Italy 
15 per cent for Japan 

In contrast, only 5.2 per cent of the United States output was exported in 
1968. r 

Since the relevant statistics arc lacking in many countries, it is impossible 
to give figures for world imports of vehicles. However, a fairly accurate idea 
of the geographical distribution can be formed by considering, for 1968, the 
exports of the six main producing countries, which accounted for 85 per cent 
of world output. These countries exported 5,447,<XX) motor vehicles, representing 
22 per cent of their production. They exported over 1.25 million vehicles to 
developing countries in assembled or unassembled form. Further details arc 
shown in table 3 below. In addition, each of these countries exportée» kits of 
parts which, together with parts manufactured in developing countries, gave 
rise to the production of still more motor vehicles. 

As regards the proportion of exports delivered to the developing countries, 
Japan headed the list with over 40 per cent, followed by France and the United 
Kingdom with around 30 per cent and Italy with 18 per cent. 

TABLE 3.    MOTOR VEHICLE EXPORTS FROM THL six MAJOR PRODUCING 

COUNTRIES IN 1%8 

< Thousand units) 

—-—^ FXIHVIS from      ,, — - (.criiumi' , I .....»».( ii  •,   . 
lix^slo:       ^^—-_       '«-»'¡>- ÌUmCt KiSSL •'"'•"" !"»r lS¡Zs 

Afrca     87.2 94.4 102.2 55.5 34.4 217 
Amciic"  846.7 134.fi 176.6 254.2 57.0 456 2 
Asia   65.4 17.7 66.7 153.1 16.6 48.6 
EuroPc     900.4 696.4 369.6 68.3 467.5 218 
Oceania  19.3 11.0 103.4 81.2 9.4 9.9 

Totjl   1.919.0 954.1 818.6        612.3        584.8 558.2 

nn««..«h!T.' hM,OI?" S,a'iSti''5 °f ,h- R'sPcr,irc Producing countries Foi  ila- Uniteci State«, the numbers of iin.issuuhled venu Ics in various categories arc estimated from the dollar values. 
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Arguments for and against 

In the situation described above, is it wise for a developing country to 
devote a substantial share of its In:...in and capital resources to establishing a 
motor vehicle industry, when the industrialized countries possess adequate 
resources to supply vehicles of all types at lower prices? 

In the address which he delivered at the l%9 annual meeting of the Inter- 
national Hank for Reconstruction and Development and of the International 
Monetary Fund, which took place at Washington from 29 September to 3 Oc- 
tober Mr. McNamara "was critical of some of the policies followed by develop- 
ing countries to promote industrialization . . . The result was industrial sectors 
that produced too wide a range of items on a far less than optimum economic 
scale. The resultant economic waste was vividly illustrated by a Bank study 
which showed that, in l%5, developing countries spent $2.1 billion to manu- 
facture automotive product which had a world market value of onlv 
SHIM »million" s. y 

Would it not be preferable to earmark these funds for projects of general 
benefit and for industries necessary for agricultural development, such as drinking- 
water supply, dams for electricity production, silos for harvest storage, fertilizer 
factories, mosquito or tsetse fly eradication campaigns, irrigation of arid regions, 
building of schools, universities, hospitals, and so on? 

It is appropriate to consider briefly at this point the reasons which militate 
in favour of and against establishing and developing the motor vehicle industry 
in developing countries. <> 

The need for cars, CV and PSV k not only one of the consequences of 
economic development: it is also one of the prerequisites of development since 
transport is indispensable for increasing agricultural production, industrializing 
and improving the general level of health. 

As we shall see in chapter 2, there is a certain correspondence between the 
number of vehicles in use per capita and the level of development. Economic 
growth requires rhc entry into service of additional vehicles every year. Should 
these vehicles be obtained by : 

Purchase from abroad? 

Assembly in the country from SKD or CKD kits? 
Complete manufacture in the country? 

Arguments for 

Shortage of foreign exchange is one of the main arguments for local pro- 
duction. Nearly all developing countries suffer from a shortage of foreign ex- 

s Qi otcd from I ¡name and Development, No. 4, 1969, paac 7 

i'07n n i~i*„A M *•       r t,y'       (»osiovakta, ¿4 February—H March 1969 Part ÍI I INino 1970 (United Nations publication, Sales No. : 70.II.B.8). UINIDO, 
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change, to an increasing extent. The value of their exports tends to be lower 
than that of their import needs because they h vc exhausted the export possi- 
bilities in their economic situation and world prices for many raw materials arc 
declining. The latter phenomenon is frequently due to competition from syn- 
thetic materials that are cheaper and more appropriate for the uses to which 
they arc to be put-than the natural products. 

Many international conferences have drawn attention to these problems, 
various United Nations bodies are tackling them. The hard fact remains that 
very few countries have enough foreign exchange to purchase all the manu- 
factured goods they require from abroad and to obtain all the services required 
for development. 

The most obvious solution appears to be to manufacture for themselves, 
with the assistance of the more developed countries, the goods required to meet 
the most pressing needs. The difficulty lies in determining priorities. Choosing 
between capital goods and consumer goods is an essentially political matter, 
which lies in the sphere of government planning. Choosing among the products 
of the various manufacturing sectors is a matter of quantifying the effects of 
alternative projects, balancing costs and benefits. 

It may be claimed that the motor vehicle industry is one whose production 
most easily serves to generate industrial development. The rationale of this 
claim is explained in a paper presented at the UNIDO Seminar held in Karlovy 
Vary (see reference in footnote 6). Vehicle manufacture brings in its train the 
establishment not only of other basic industries, but also of facilities for training 
manpower in industrial disciplines, as well as the development of a universal 
concern for quality. 

The development of the motor vehicle industry and of road traffic generally 
leads to a substantial increase in tax revenue for the Government, because of the 
opportunity to collect many new taxes. Customs duties can be levied on the 
import of machines and tools for the assembly plant, as well as the CKD kits. 
Other indirect taxes can be levied on domestic purchases of materials and parts 
for vehicle production and on sales of new and second-hand cars. Finally, there 
are taxes on the use of vehicles; vehicle road licences; tolls on express highways, 
bridges, tunnels, etc.; and taxes on fuels and lubricants. A number of these duties 
or taxes are, admittedly, also applied to imported vehicles. It should also be 
pointed out that it may be in the interest of a country to forgo some of these 
taxes in the early stages to promote the development of a domestic industry. 

Tax collection on this scale affords an opportunity for the Government 
to undertake a certain redistribution of income without too much difficulty. 
An idea of the order of magnitude involved is given by the fact that, in the 
United States, the various taxes collected on the use of motor vehicles account 
for 26 per cent of the combined revenue of all the States (minimum: Hawaii, 
7.3 per cent; maximum: Nebraska, 48.2 per cent). 

It is possible to finance the construction of capital assets in the public sector 
(roads, express highways, schools, universities, etc.) largely through specific 
taxes. A public transport network can also be set up with the aid of vehicle 
taxes. 
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The jobs created by establishing a motor vehicle- industry provide regni ir 
and continuing work for the young people who are cntcrmg the employment 
market every year a growing number as a result of" population expansion 
and, after retraining, for adults who are compelled to change jobs by the ration- 
alization of agricultural work. Furthermore, a motor vehicle industry can offer 
to young people who have followed higher courses of studies, ether m the 
country or abroad, positions in keeping with the level of their knowledge, thus 
persuading them to stay in the country. 

In order to ensure the training of skilled labour and technical and commercial 
statt for the assembly plants, vocational and technical training institutions have 
to be created which also serve the needs of enterprises in industry generally. 

Arguments agaiwt 

The counter-arguments are primarily of an economic nature and, although 
fewer, none the less weigh heavily in the balance. 

The motor vehicle industry requires heavy investments because of the high 
cost of the infrastructure and machine-tool installations necessary to achieve 
the minimum quality standard admissible in this industry. These investments 
must be paid for largely in foreign exchange. Their financing mises problems 
which can usually be resolved only by obtaining international loans 

There is the danger of struct,.ral inflation if an industry is established that 
is destined never to be competitive. This would lead to successive currency 
devaluations that fail to achieve a stable equilibrium. The problem is therefore 
to determine whether the manufacturing operations carried out in the country 
will ,n time  for example in an estimated five to ten years) achieve a reasonably 
competitive level. This means considering the following questions: 

What degree of local content should be reached? 

In what order should locally made parts replace imported ones? 
How fast should local content be introduced? 

How should the local motor vehicle industry be organized? (It is evident 
that the structure resulting in the lowest product cost is that of maximum 
concentration of manufacturing so as to take full advantage of the effects 
of mass production. The Government must be able to control the mono- 
polies thereby granted to the various enterprises manufacturing parts for 
without this supervision local monopoly enterprencurs, accustomed tò 
high profit rates, would be certain to take advantage of the situation ) 

to°irnrrC C°~TrutC 7th ndShbo»ring co»«trics on a regional basis, 
to make the most of the advantages of mass production through spccializa- 
tion ,n manufacture and liberalization of international trade?        ? 

in* aAmòtorU ventíT^ Ï ^T ?"*** b ""voidable when cstablish- 
2 IZT A r     try- F,nanC,al dcPcnden<* may arise from borrowing 
the capital required for investment, either from international banks or from 

mn;CK^it:°oUntnCS- ^TT^ "* ^^^ Vchidc •^ selling CKD kits or granting the licences may have shares in the local enterprise. 
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Technical dependence arises from the necessity of faithfully following the instruc- 
tions and designs of the international manufacturer and accepting his tjuality 
control on a permanent basis. 

Once the (iovcrnment has weighed all the arguments for and against, it 
must take the basic decisions and prepare appropriate legislation and a carefully 
thought out plan to avoid mistakes, wastage and fraud to the greatest extent 
possible. 



Cl i opter 2 

FORECASTS OF DEMAND AND PRODUCTION IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN 1980 

Methodology 

catastrophic,, scries epidemics, Ò w desptdtrZn.i   J   " -W' f °'°gÍCal 
to 1980 an^ »«««.J  TTL-        i      wuitsprcati economic depressions, from 1970 

motor with lesser environmental im^"^ l,'f'cd °r Maccmcn. 
velücle demand ,„ the devdopTng eZril   '" "°' •" »" «"« C*« « 

correlations ^ÄÄ^^T^*^ 
the economic situation and its evolution   Th?1 '       Population mc, 
formulae which can be applied to ,»1 *     VC, amVcd at «»"P'icated 
formation on the „"tiona"„,,„«„T" T* °"ly " d,ne is dcta'kd '»" 
on household incomes In ZZ P     dl"8 ? ycm and'in P'"•1*'. 

en,piri„, ^hTZ'denlitÍAf0'IT* '" ,hÌS ^ — «- *c 
as a function rf ,„'^^"J GW       *** "" * C*h ""^ « «« — 

-W.'^ejRASrpS'ÏÏSi''"' 1967 rM^* h ft«* *«**. -f« 
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Nevertheless, a thorough study of the market in a given country should 
obviously be earned out by the most advanced methods, with all the necessary 
statistical information, wherever this is available. 

It was pointed out in chapter 1 that the relationship between the number 
or cars per thousand inhabitants and per capita GNP for various geographical 
areas was nearly linear. A similar observation was made in I960 by Hondcrmarcq. 
Director-General of Bridges and Roads in the Belgian Ministry of Public Works,« 
though in terms of the logarithms of these two functions. Projections by Nowicki. 
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, were based 
on the same assumption.9 

If each set of projections is confined to the countries in a geographical 
area, natural rather than logarithmic functions may be used, owing to the fairly 
small differences in per capita GNP. 

Similarly, in^hecase of PSV, projections may be made for the countric in 
each gcographicalàr^>»iMhç^assumption of a linear relationship between the 
number oí PSV per thousandinhafeitants and per capita GNP. 

For CV, the best correlation is between the growth in the number of vehicles 
and the growth in the GNP of the country concerned. This is logical, since 
goods transport activity is more or less proportional in a given economy to the 
over-all activity, which is reflected by the GNP. 

The method of forecasting new registrations of vehicles will therefore 
consist, for each of the countries concerned, in the following steps: 

(a) Making a forecast of population growth to 1980; 
(b) Estimating the growth ,n GNP during the same period; 
(c) Deriving from these the per capita GNP for 1980: 
(d) Recording, for each geographical area, the number of motor vehicles 

in use in every country at a recent date (usually 1968), and deriving 
from this the linear relationship of car and PSV densities to per capita 
GNP; 

(e) Deriving from these densities the probable densities in 1980 and hence 
the probable number of cars and PSV in use in that year; 

(f) Deriving the probable number of CV in use in 1980 from the number 
in use in 1968 and the expected growth in GNP between 1968 and 1980; 

(g) Deducing the total of new registrations during the eleven years 1969 to 
1979 on the assumption that in 1980 cars will have an average life of 
twelve years and CV and PSV an average life of sixteen years; 

(h) Calculating the level of new registrations in 1980 by assuming that new 
registrations increase at the compound rate of 10 per cent a year from 
1969 to 1980. 

Sec annex for further details and statistics connected with the forecasts. 
Studies carried out in various developed countries lead to the assumption 

of an average life of twelve years for private cars and of sixteen years for other 

8 "Le Programme routier belge", in the review Transports, Paris, July—August 1960. 
9 A. G. Nowicki, "Automobile demand in developing countries", in the proceedings 

ot the Karlovy Vary seminar, op. cit. 
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Two alternative sets ot forecasts tor motor vehicles in use and new registra- 
tions m I WO are presen teil. Alternative A is based on the assumption or" a con- 
tinuation ot recent trends in CNV throughout the decade. Alternative H starts 
troni the assumption that each developing country will achieve an annual rate 
ot growth ot (ÍNP of" 6 per cent during this decade, except that the forecast in 
alternative A is retained where it assumes CiNP growth at more than 6 per cent. 

In a paper as general as this, it is impossible to subdivide the CV forecasts 
according to the various groups of vehicles. There are different factors to be 
considered in individual groups as varied as: 

Small delivery vans (less than 1.6 tons carrying capacity); 

Short-haul vehicles (carrying capacity between 1.5 and 3 tons); 

Long-distance transport vehicles (vans and platform lorries); 

Tipper lorries and tankers; 

Road tractors and articulated vehicles. 

A study in this detail would have to be carried out country by country. It would 
be necessary to take into account the position, geography and degree of urbani- 
zation and industrialization of the country; the competition from other means 
of transport (rail, sea, air and pipelines); and also the nature of goods transported, 
the location of production centres and the marketing policies of large enterprises. 

Production 

Having forecast new vehicle registrations in each country in 1980, largely 
by the use of statistical techniques, the next step is to consider to what extent 
they may be met from domestic manufacturing operations. The argument now 
becomes more complex, since political considerations intrude on economic 
ones at several levels. 

New registrations are equal to domestic production minus exports, plus 
imports, which may include second-hand vehicles. Production itself can have 
varying degrees of domestic content, as already explained. All combinations are 
theoretically possible, from the import of complete vehicles to complete domestic 
manufacture. 

This is a political matter in which considerations of employment policy 
are combined with considerations of financial and foreign policy. Hence, the 
best solution for a given country at a given juncture in its historical development 
is an individual matter, to be decided after thorough study, in co-operation with 
local experts and the Government itself. 

This study must be carried out to ensure that production will be economically 
reasonable, i.e. that the cost of a vehicle leaving the factory will not be too 
différent from the world price. The study must therefore take into account the 
volume of production anticipated in each vehicle category and the number of 
different models to be manufactured, while seeking to standardize as far as 
possible vehicles, units (engines, transmissions, axles, etc.) and accessories (gener- 
ators, starters, batteries, carburettors, etc.). 
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In chapter 4, we shall study the considerations which determine the best 
vehicle manufacturing strategy. At this point, the countries can be divided 
into tour categories, according to the following rule of thumb: 

Complete domestic production is regarded as feasible in countries where 
total demand exceeds 100,000 cars and 50,000 CV a year 

Assembly of SKD or CKD vehicles can be envisaged in countries where 
the annual demand for cars is in the range 10,000 to 100,000 and that for 
CV in the range 5,000 to 50,000; 

When demand reaches a certain level in these ranges, which depends on 
the specific sanation in each country, the incorporation of domestically 
manufactured products can be introduced; 

K••** vchi,ÍVs P.rcfmblc wh• »«"»1 ornane) is less «h» about 10,000 for cars and 5,000 for CV. 

Co-operation among countr.es in the same region makes it possible in 
some cases to adopt a more advanced course than that which economic isolation 
would lead to, e.ther through a jud.cious distribution of the models to b manu- 
factured, or by spcciahzat.on in the production of units or accessories 

:   :     *îvi«wofthe»te'« of *e motor vehicle industry 
in individual countries and forecatti according to alternative A 

AREA 1 : THE CARIBBEAN AND LATIN AMERICA 

State of the motor vehicle industry 

cJ-SÄttÄfaÄcoun,r,C5'six in fc Caribb• - 
coÄl^Cn,:XteStagC bC,WCn 1%2 and • - - •» 

Production in 1969 amounted to 156,000 cars and 60000 CV *«A P<v 
compared with 132,000 cars and 48,000 CV and PSV119<«Tk j ' 
comprising fifteen models of cars and twentv CV môd Paction, 
eleven    terpriscs and ^ _      ^-nty CV^« «£«£ 

total Six enterpnses have closed their doors during the pasfsix y^ars 
Brazû has had completely domestic manufacture lince 19^4 I„10AQ 

auction amounted to 348,000 vehicles   including nnT J ^Zl?T°~ 
and PSV. E.even enterprises nianutÄ 
accounting for 96 per cent of production Y'     Uh f°Ur 

•ncrcase „f over 47 per «* on tllc Pr2^Z^ ^^T'^ " 
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With the exception of Ford, which has been located at Santiago since 1920, 
the assembly plants arc in the duty-free zone of Arica, where they enjoy special 
customs advantages. 

In Colombia, the governmental decree regulating the development of the 
motor vehicle industry was published in December 1967. 

There are currently five plants engaging in assembly of CKD vehicles. 
In Costa Rica, assembly operations began in 1966. Nine enterprises assemble 

approximately 3,0(X) CKD vehicles a year, including cars and CV. 
In Mexico, domestic manufacturers produced 164,000 vehicles in 1969, 

including 113,000 cars and 51,000 CV and PSV; this represents an increase of 
10.4 per cent over 1968. 

The number of firms authorized to operate under the decree of 25 August 
1962 has been reduced in the last seven yçars. More than twenty have been 
eliminated, leaving ten in operation, of which four account for 70 per cent of 
total production. By 1966, all operating enterprises had achieved the prescribed 
60 per cent of local incorporation in terms of "direct cost". 

In Peru, the decree of January 1964 specifics conditions for the establishment 
of assembly plants. The proportion of locally manufactured parts must amount 
to 30 per cent at the end of the fifth year of operation. 

Sixteen international manufacturers are assembling their vehicles in twelve 
enterprises. In 1969, 12,600 cars and 4,300 CV were assembled. 

As regards Venezuela, the decree of 8 December 1965 provided that in 
vehicle-assembly plants the proportion of locally manufactured parts must 
amount to 60 per cent by weight by 1970. The import of complete vehicles has 
been prohibited since 1963 (with the exception of some special CV). 

In 1967, 41,795 cars (including 24,329 American cars) and 16,074 station 
wagons and CV were assembled in fourteen enterprises for sixteen manufacturers. 
In 1969, output reached 53,600 cars and 24,800 CV. 

Some other Central and South American countries arc engaged in assembly 
on a fairly small scale : 

One plant assembles thirty cars a month; 

Several shops holding assembly licences operate inter- 
mittently; 

One plant has been assembling diesel lorries and bus 
chassis since 1966. There are plans for another plant 
to assemble cars and farm tractors; 

One plant has been assembling cars at the rate of fifteen 
a month in Asunción since March 1967; 

Dominican Republic: One plant assembles fifteen cars a month; 

El Salvador: Lorries and buses are assembled at Santa Ana, at the 
rate of 200 a year; 

Trinidad: Since 1967, cars and lorries have been assembled in 
three plants. Output is 3,000 a year; 

Bolivia: 

Ecuador: 

Guatemala. 

Paraguay: 
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' "'«'•" SKwral .*»»» ^scnbly plants assemble- cars and CV 
often with rudimentary equipment. 

lixaminatioii of the situation forçant for I9H0 

If we now refer to table 4, giving forecast new registrations in 1980   w 

T,"": 4       F" *" A  '"   M"1""  " « «  • «»»  »•   „„,,,T»,,,ONs ,N  „FVF,OH|N,. 
COUNTRIES 

ARIA I : Tin CARIBHHAN AND LATIN AMERICA 

  ( Thousand units) 

Mi'lt>r i-eliules in nie i ..... 
 '__ ij"ft.ut new registrations in 19H0 

I .huí- Vmuut ~ •  
WW         /.Am. IWO        <•''"•"                Cl                psi- /i)(|l/ 

77ie Caribbean and 
Central America" 
t'osta Rica    48 9 

Dominica» Republic   ....'."       s71           JJ'I           Ü'?             U            <(-5 10.8 
El Salvada        533          J?" J           «-7            2.7           «,4 117 
Oua^mala           ¿H3         ¿"J           J«             0.9           0.6 10.9 
Ham                               ';;'         '0.9           4.0          0.6 ^5 

J--"»3'«    805    1ÏÏ1     ,r;      21      °-4 »0 
Mexico      ,   •      , ¿3J-1            4 1             3.8           _. J 79 

N^agua      '"¡I      -«?•»        250.4         107.0          ,0., 367.5 

^•na           £J           «¡-J           5.,             2.0           0.3 7.4 
Tr.nidad and Tobago         899         .I"'           -•?,             2.6           0.6 t6.2 

3-5           —* 22 2 
S"b-,,'Ml    ''*""      «•        H«         ,304          „.4 ^ 

•S'o/tf/i America 

».::::::::::::::: "ÏS --  -   -    « », Braz'l        ->858Q      ,~£i       ,t
5H            3.4           0.3 95 

ru;i„   *.,B3H.«      4,250.9        ^14 2 170 a *, „ 
>;h Ic ••      228.2         4% 1          XA'7           i o          * 48 5079 

<~«lonibia        164,         •-           34-6          21.8           2.3 58 7 
Ecuador                        ÌT;         4*2-1          39.6           l9.8           4 2 MA 

^ara8uaV        25.6          34 1           \l            if           0.7 11.0 
,P"U      324.0        6333         J«            °í           °5 3.6 
""Wy      210.7        28Ò3         îî"î          Í'9           29 81.6 

"  • 1.SÏÏ  ^   -   - i2i 
SUbt0tal  *""    ""*»       «"        404.«         32, U458 

  8'5636    "fü^2        ^5.2         46.0 iJ33,5 
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Mexico and Venezuela, both of winch began to develop their motor vehicle 
industries during the First Development Decade, may be expected to join Argen- 
tina and Brazil in achieving complete domestic production. These countries 
are capable of adapting their industries to domestic demand and even of exporting 
to the rest of the area. Their problems during the Second Development Decade 
are likely to be the following: 

(n) To reduce unit costs, which are too high tor many reasons, but above 
all because they produce too many models of vehicles in relation to 
the size of the market; 

(h) To develop their engineering development and testing services, ami 
their methods engineering, so as to eliminate dependence on foreign 
technical assistance in producing vehicles thoroughly suited to the local 
climate and requirements; 

(c) To expand the scope of their general mechanical workshops and the 
manufacture of stamping tools, so that all the tools needed for production 
can be made domestically; 

(a) To improve the quality of accessories and equipment, which are all 
too often the subject of complaints by vehicle operators; 

(e) To concentrate production in a smaller number of enterprises bv the 
merger of companies in financial difficulties. 

These four countries should be able to assist the Latin American countries 
in the remaining three categories by supplying them with CKD sets, equipment 
and accessories, production tools and advice. 

The countries in which assembly operations are likely to prove feasible, 
with or without incorporation of domestically manufactured products, are 
Guatemala, Jamaica, Panama, Trinidad, Chile, Colombia, Peru and Uruguay 
for cars; and Chile, Colombia, Peru and Uruguay, Venezuela for CV. Car 
assembly can be put on a firmer footing in the Dominican Republic and perhaps 
started in El Salvador, since the demand is expected to approach 10,(XX) vehicles 
by the end of the decade in both countries. Similarly, Ecuador and Guatemala 
may be in a position to start assembling commercial vehicles. 

Negotiations have been under way since 1967 between Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela to establish a joint production programme. Their 
combined new registrations in 1980 are forecast at 260,(XX)cars, lll,(XX)CV and 
13,(XX) PSV. An effort to standardize vehicles, particularly CV, to reduce the 
number of manufacturers and to standardize accessories and equipment for 
a market of this size, coupled with an equitable distribution of production among 
the five partners, would undoubtedly make it possible to produce vehicles in 
well equipped factories at a cost level that allowed exports to the rest of the area. 
It may prove difficult, however, to reach an agreement in view of the established 
positions in the five countries of forty-six local-assembly enterprises and twenty- 
six international manufacturers, not to mention the manufacturers of accessories, 
equipment and parts. 

In all the remaining countries, import of complete vehicles will remain 
preferable, unless they can agree to joint operation of production units sufficiently 
large to justify vehicle assembly. 
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AHI AS 2 AND 3: AMA, IX< I UDINI; I HI Minnu. LAST 

State of the motor vehicle industry 

Seve ì of" the nine individually shown countries in area 2 - South-East Asia 
have assembly plants, namely, Burma, Indonesia, the Khmer Republic, Malaysia, 
the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. 

In Burma, vehicles of Japanese origin are assembled in two plants. Production 
in 1968 was 142 cars and 1,274 CV. 

Six Indonesian companies assemble cars and CV. 
In the Khmer Republic, assembly of medium-weight and heavy lorries is 

carried out by one plant. Output was 120 vehicles in 1967 and 400 in 1968. 
Domestic manufacture on an increasing scale is scheduled to follow simple 
assembly. 

Seven plants arc being built in Malaysia to assemble eighty-seven models 
of vehicles, although the total combined market of Malaysia and Singapore is 
currently only 33,000 vehicles a year. There are six assembly plants in Singapore, 
either operating or being installed. 

The situation is complicated in the Philippines by the proliferation of models 
(100), manufacturers (20) and assembly plants (40), in a market of 22,000 vehicles 
a year. Total production in 1969 ai wanted to 20,100 vehicles (13,200 cars and 
station wagons and 6,900 CV and PSV). Manx' assembly plants with low output 
art m financial difficulties and the Government is planning measures to eliminate 
the marginal enterprises. 

Thailand has seven assembly plants, with no local content and a total annual 
production capacity of 17,000 vehicles. 

Of the eight individually shown countries in area 3, four have motor-vehicle 
assembly industries-Ceylon, Iran, Pakistan and the Republic of Korea- and 
one, India, has totally integrated vehicle manufacture. 

Ceylon has had an assembly plant for cars since 1968 with a production 
capacity of 1,800 a year, three-quarters of which are intended for export. Projects 
tor chassis and bus-assembly plants arc under study. 

iíw,uP/r0rdU?Í?.Ín Ma incrcaScd from 31'°°° vchiclcs in 1956 to 80,300 in 
(oí which 33,700 were cars). Domestic content amounts to between 76 per 

cent and 94 per cent (in value), according to the vehicle model. From 1972 
manufacture is to be 100 per cent domestic. 

nnr« •,hc bc^nJo
nf °f Vm; Production capacity amounted to 40,000 cars, 

12,000 jeeps and 58,500 CV (total of 110,500 vehicles). This was distributed 
among nine enterprises, four of which accounted for 80 per cent of the total 
Production capacity in 1972 is to be 50,000 cars, 25,000 jeeps and 90,000 CV 
(a total of 165,000 vehicles). 

Assembly of cars, CV and PSV in Iran is carried out by eight plants Pro- 
duction «n 1969 was approximately 21,600 cars and 3,900 CV and PSV 

«nrrÏQrTf    T      °f^ ^ mtcr1•* havc bc• engaged in assembly 
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Pakistán has five plants, three of which assemble cars. Annual production 
capacity is approximately 6,(KXi cars and 8,(XX) industrial CV. 

Examination of the situation forecast for 1980 

The forecast new registrations in 1980 arc shown in table 5. On the basis 
or these projections, the various countries can be classified according to the 
four categories of manufacture listed above. 

TABLE 5.    FORECAST A or MOTOR VEHICLES IN USE AND NEW REGISTRATIONS IN DEVELOPING 

COUNTRIES 

AREA 2: SOUTH-EAST ASIA 

AREA 3: THE REST OF ASIA, EXCLUDING THE MIDDLE EAST 

( Thousand units) 

Motor vehicles in use 

I Jan. 
1969 

Area 2 

Burma  64.4 101.8 
Indonesia  298.6 391.5 
Khmer Republic  38.8 62.1 
Laos  14.0 19.9 
Malaysia    269.1 519.7 
Philippines    352.3 627.2 
Singapore   156.1 241.5 
Thailand   252.4 544.2 
Viet-Nam, Rep. of  91.5 205.4 

Sub-total  1,537.3 2,713.3 

Area 3 

Afghanistan    18.4 45.3 
Ceylon     124.2 194.8 
Hong Kong   88.0 185.2 
India     882.0 1,511.1 
Iran    261.6 490.1 
Korea, Rep. of   57.8 203.9 
Nepal     5.2 14.3 
Pakistan  235.7 509.5 

Sub-total  1,672.9 3,154.2 

Total   3,210.2 5.867.5 

Forecast new registrations in 1980 

Forecast 
1 Jan. 1980 Cars 

7.4 
33.1 
5.7 
1.8 

57.0 
42.8 
25.7 
37.7 
16.5 

227.8 

cv 

4.1 
15.7 
1.7 
0.5 

11.3 
27.7 
5.9 

23.5 
7.6 

97.9 

PSV 

1.4 
3.7 

1.3 
6.4 
0.5 
3.8 

17.1 

Total 

12.8 
52.6 
7.4 
2.3 

69.5 
77.P 
32.1 
65.0 
24.2 

342.9 

4.0 1.7 0.3 6.1 
16.9 12.1 1.5 30.4 
19.6 4.2 0.8 24.6 

117.6 60.3 13.6 191.4 
47.3 10.7 2.5 60.5 
17.3 8.9  a 26.2 

1.6 0.2  a 1.9 
50.0 6.9 4.2 61.1 

274.3 105.0 22.9 402.2 

502.1 202.9 40.0 745.1 

" Inchulcd under CV. 
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India would remain the only country in areas 2 and 3 where complete 
manufacture is justified for both cars and CV. The domestic content of Indian 
vehicles is already up to 90 per cent by value and 100 per cent is planned for 
1972. There should be no major difficulties in meeting all requirements by the 
expansion of existing plants, after increased rationalization. 

The countries in which assembly operations are likely to prove feasible, 
with or without incorporation of domestically manufactured products, are the' 
following: 

Forcars: Indonesia,  Malaysia,  the Philippines,  Singapore, Thailand, and 
the Republic of Viet-Nam in area 2; and Ceylon, Hong Kong' Iran, 
the Republic of Korea, Pakistan in area 3; 

ForCV: Indonesia,  Malaysia,  the  Philippines,  Singapore, Thailand,  the 
Republic of Viet-Nam in area 2; and Ceylon, Iran, the Republic 
of Korea, Pakistan in area 3. 

The assembly of commercial vehicles can be placed on a firmer footing 
in Burma and perhaps started in Hong Kong, since a demand of over 4,000 CV 
is forecast for 1980 in both countries. 

AH these countries, with the exception ^f Hong Kong and the Republic 
of Viet-Nam, already have assembly plants. In many cases, assembly operations 
arc uneconomic as there are too m;„.v plants in relation to the national demand 
and they assemble too many different models. An attempt should be made to 
reduce the number of plants in order to reduce unit costs and improve product 
quality. r 

In the remaining countries, namely, Afghanistan, the Khmer Republic 
Laos and Nepal, import of complete vehicles will remain preferable. 

AREA 4: NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

State of the motor vehicle industry 

Of the six countries in the North African sub-area, four have a motor 
vehicle industry, namely, Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia. 

More than 11 000 vehicles (7,400 cars, 2,700 light vans and 1,200 heavy 
lorries) were assembled in Algeria in 1968 in two plants 

Two State-owned plants assemble vehicles in Egypt. Output, especially 

e!'?'      tUatCS anm,ally in rCSP°nsc t0 chan8es in the Egyptian economy In 1969 the output was 2,300 cars and 1,850 CV and PSV "onomY- 

cars tîÄ rvmb,y ÍS CarrÍu r Ín *W Plams- In 1969' morc tha" 18'000 cars and 11,000 CV were assembled. Production in 1970 is expected to attain 

m 7LCT1       5 PCr CCm- ThC StatC h0,dS 4° t0 45 P- • of ^ equity 
Société^tunisienne d'industrie automobile (STIA), in which the Government 

sLT.wwi    2f Pr r °f Í,C Capita1' haS cstab,ishcd - assembly plant ä Sousse (6,000 m2), which assembled nearly 1,000 vehicles in 1967 
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Of the countries in the Middle East sub-area, two, namely, Israel and Turkey 
carry out assembly operations. *' 

6,2(HÌVvlndf0psV)ntCrPrÌSCS aSSCmb,Cd "'**" VChÍdCS ¡" 1%9 (4'8°° Cars and 

There are thirteen assembly plants in Turkey. The domestically manufactured 
content .. 45 per cent. Production for 1967 was estimated at 15,500 vcmcleS 
(excluding farm tractors). "»«.n* 

Examination of the situation forecast for 1980 

We can classify the countries in the area according to the four categories 

s"a^Ci        abOVC' °n thC baSÍS °f thC f0rCCaSt nCW "*»*- P- 

TA.I.B 6.     FORECAST A Or MOTOR VEHICLES IN USE AND NEW REGISTRATIONS IN DEVE.OPINC 
COUNTRIES 

AREA 4: NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

(Thousand units) 

__Woi^W«^ ,yetast tttw ngislmUms in mo 

I Jan.          Forecast           „ ~        
1969        Ì Jan. Ì9H0        Ca,s               Cr PSf             •/•„,„, 

North Africa 

£lgCria         188-6        270.1          20.7          16.6 _-          374 
f«^         l«-5        455.6         54.1            7.7 _.          ¡li 
^!bya      "2.6        190.2         17.0           4.5 02          2  7 
M"rocco      264.6        359.0         34.1          11.7 _í          ¡Jo 
*udan           53.5        100.5           7.8           4.3 04          £7 
Tums,a          86.6        175.3         14.6           9.9 0.3          ¿I 

Sub-total      850.4     1,550.6        148.6   *     54T9 M    ~ 304.3 
Middle East 

ï"rm          58.1          70.4           6.4            1.7 _.            81 raq.      104.5        300.5         29.7           6.1 U          377 
Srad        167.4        619.8         63.1          17.1 1          ?{l 

\or**n         25.5         86.4           9.1            21 03 
•T?¿:      í39-7        215.3         24.9           27 0 J          »"í 
,Saud,Arab,a         145.2        325.4         28.9           8.3 06          fi 8 
*yn.a          47.3        112.1          11.4           3.7 -.          £? 
JUrkey

D-  •:•,      225.2        593.6         61.1          16.9 40          ¿] 
Yemen, People's Dem. *u          821 

KcPub,icof         22.9         45.8           4.9           0.8 _.            5.7 

Sl,b-total      935.9     2,369.2       239.6          60.2   "' ¿¡>    ""307.8 
Total     l>786-3     3,919.8        388.1         1T5.I 8.8        512.1 

" liu-ludcil under CV. 
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Nom- of the countries in this area meets the conditions laid down for com- 
plcte domestic production. Assembly operations, however, are likely to prove 
feasible, with (ir without incorporation or" domestically manufactured products 
as follows: ' r . 

For cars: Every country shown, except Cyprus, Jordan and the People's 
Democratic Republic of the Yemen; 

ForCV:  Every country shown, except Cyprus, Lebanon. Libya, Jordan. 
Syria and the People's Democratic Republic of the Yemen. 

Among the exceptions just noted, by 1980 Jordan may perhaps embark on car 
assembly, since an annual demand of over 9.000 cars is anticipated, while Libyi 
may supplement its potential car-assembly operations by including CV since 
the annual demand for these vehicles is expected to be about 4,500. 

A regional agreement, either in North Africa or in the Middle East to 
integrate markets and produce a few standardized models, in plants allocated 
equitably among the countries concerned, would make feasible the complete 
manufacture of cars and CV. r 

In Israel and Turkey the forecast demand would permit a large degree of 
incorporation of standardized, domestically manufactured parts, accessories and 
equipment. r 

AREA 5: Ann:A SOUTH OF THE SAHARA"» 

State of the motor vehicle industry 

There are motor vehicle industries in twelve countries, namely, Angola 
Cameroon, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mada- 
gascar, Mozambique, Nigeria and Senegal. Y 

The situation may be summarized as follows- 

half Ä" UT   * hCCl °"mbly H«" i» operation since the first 
halt or 1968, and another is being built on the outskirts of Luanda 

July \%7°0,,: °nC P,am haS been aSSembIing CarS ând CV at Douala sin<* 
Dahomey: A plant to assemble cars and CV at the rate of 100 vehicles a 

month was erected at Cotono« in 1966. Output has been about 50 "h 

rw 4««•/pant is pl,anncd for an annual outPut * i.«» CV. Gluma. 4,<XX) CV of various makes are assembled annually by seven local 
enterprises. A plant is being built to assemble cars 

'«> No estimates arc made for Namibia and Southern Rhodesia. 
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Guinea: One plant (51 per cent government-owned) was established at 
Conakry in 1964 to assemble 2,000 vehicles a year (including 750 lorries, 750 light 
vans or cars and 500 jeeps). A second plant is planned at Conakry for ihr assembly 
of 600 cars and 600 CV a year. 

The Ivory Coast: A plant at Abidjan has been assembling cars and CV since 
1962. Some of these vehicles are exported to the Upper Volta and the Niger 
under special customs agreements. Another assembly plant is planned for cars 
and CV of various European makes. 

Kenya: One plant assembles about 1,(KK) Land Rovers a year. A second 
plant is planned for the production of 50 to 60 cars and light CV a month. 

Madagascar: Two assembly plants have been in operation since 1962. The 
two plants employ a total of 220 workers and produce about 1,500 cars and 
CV a year. 

Mozambique: Two CV assembly plants arc planned. 
Nigeria: In 1967, production amounted to 6,700 vehicles (cars and CV), 

carried out by eight assembly plants. An additional plant is planned, with an 
annual capacity of 6,000 to 3,000 cars. 

Senegal: Two plants have been assembling CV at Thiès and Dakar since 
1963. Total production in 1967 was 238 vehicles. 

Examination of the situation forecast for 1980 

The forecast new registrations are shown in table 7. The classification of 
the various countries in the area according to categories of manufacture is as 
follows. 

No country in this area has a forecast demand for cars or CV that would 
warrant complete domestic production. If, despite the diversity of races, languages, 
customs and political systems, it proves possible to negotiate the establishment 
of one or two vehicle production units supplying subregional groups of countries, 
it would be possible to envisage complete domestic production. The large 
distances involved and limited transport facilities available, however, would 
pose distribution problems. 

Assembly operations, with or without incorporation of domestically manu- 
factured products, are likely to be feasible for cars in Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria. 
All three countries already have assembly operations and these can be put on 
a firmer footing. Car assembly can perhaps be envisaged in Ethiopia, Mozambique, 
Zambia and Zaire, while the Ivory Coast and Madagascar can increase their 
existing assembly operations substantially as all of them can expect an annual 
demand for cars in the range of 9,000-10,000 by the end of the decade. 

Assembly of commercial vehicles is likely to prove feasible in Ghana, 
Mozambique, Nigeria and Tanzania. In addition to these four countries, Angola, 
Cameroon, the Ivory Coast, Madagascar and Senegal may find it possible by 
1980 to step up their existing assembly operations considerably, while Zaire 
may embark on CV assembly, since the forecast annual demand in each of 
these countries is in the region of 4,000 vehicles. 
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'- 7.    F"«, AS, A ,„ «.„.„ V1;1„, lhs „ mt A„„ mv  isikvniim 

(OUNTRIKS 

ARfcA 5:  Al-RK A SOUTH Ol   IH, SAHARA 
__ _______^  < 'I'houstvid units) 

• Wi : >r relíales in me i  .                                           - 
     '""•"'•« w«- registrationsin 19X0 

'./«'"•             / arenisi   
'^         I Jan. 19X11            <•'•"•> CI ¡>si /,„„, 

Centrili Africa 
Angola     71 , 
1 -ameruoii             4? 7           _                *•" 3.8 _« H H 

txutral African Republic ..       13.9            18'4            in no "-5 9J 

L
(
h3d          9.9           ,r,9              "J -Ï -" I-« 
f u                        '•'•'           16.6           12 no „ kabon                           ,->H           ...            Ji- ".y — « 2 2 
Zaire                       ,-,.           '"           •- 0.5 _« J7 

Sub-total ; ^   -^   —H —M ..J« 13.9 
      241°        346,)         24.0 15.1 0 7      iglT 

basant Africa jyM 

Botswana     c n u, 
Burundi                        4'            ?'$           °6 0.5 _« ,2 

fiop" ::::: ¿i    4     * {¡-24 ~\ 
£«7»       106.2         14^7          159 11 °-5 ,U 

Madagascar        72,           ^          '^ 1.6 0.4 17.9 
Malawi        g'J        1(,)3-            «•<> 4.8 0.2 13.0 
Mauritius          15.4          24 3           i'7 n? ~° 2H 

Moambiquc         7M        u, 7          ~¿ 0.7 -« 3A 

*•i.on       ;2.9          34 0          ÏÎ ?" °2 ,6-1 Rwanda                      44          ^            2H 15 -« 43 
Somalia              "            •          0.5 0.2 _« ¡^ 
Swaziland        ;       J J            HA          <>•« 0.2 _« 10 

Tanzania, United Rep. of..      65.8        i05'l           Aï =? ~" «-2 
^       46.5          Sí           74 oi °5 122 
Zamb,a  _J3.1           90.6           94 ?í ~\ »•« 

Sub-total              ^fTT   ——- Id    LI    03 11.3 
WtAf.                    5j8°        8542         77.6 25.6 2~Ö~    "lOTT 
PvVif y4/rifrt • 1U5"i 

^aho
u
mey          16.0 220 1(4 Gambia               4 0          -f"           16 1.0 _«. 2 6 

Ghana                   •            *i          04 0.3 _« jS 

Jv-y.Coa«          70.8        ,027          \\ II -" 6.0 
^f•       19.7          214          22 li °-2 12-2 
Mah                u-          ri*          2.2 0.2 o.l 2 6 
Mauritania       "'J          »^           1-6 1.1 -a 36 

î«r*    133.6     ¿'J      25
4 w -" 1.8 Senegal            52 s          ,^         ¿9-5 6.5 U 37 j 

a«. Leone !       ^          ^          « ÍÍ °3 Í0Í 

Togo                             .-          -"-J           2.8 l.o _« 3- 
upi-rvoii» :::::::; ,0j    ¿I    »\ ^ -• 0.8 

Sub-total      -^372   —~-A    lí    °Z =f_ 2.0 

TOta'   U3U     ^-6       171.8 67.5    ~~Z    -~ 
' Included under CV. " 
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Many countries already have assembly plants which cannot be justified on 
purely economic grounds at their current output levels. Even for the demand 
forecast m 1980 assembly operations are likely to remain marginal for many 
of them unless efforts are made to limit the „umber of plants and the range of 
models assembled. b 

It follows that the import of complete cars and CV is preferable in <i,e 
great majority of the countries shown in table 7. 

AREA 6: OCEANIA 

State of the motor vehicle industry 

The developing countries in this area consist of the numerous islands that 
are scattered over the Pacific Ocean, excluding the Philippines (see area 3) and 
Hawaii (part of the United States). ' 

None of these countries has a motor vehicle industry. 

Examination of the situation forecast for 1980 

Table 8 below contains forecasts of motor vehicles in use and new registra- 
tions, on the same lines as those made for the other areas, and completes the 
forecast of demand in the developing countries. 

TABLE 8.   FORECAST A at MOTOR VEHICLE IN USE AND NEW REGISTRATIONS IN MVEIOPINC 
COUNTRIES 

AREA 6: OCEANIA 

( Thousand units) 

Xhtor vehicles in use Forecast new registrations in 19X0 

i Jan. Forecast ,, _..     , „ " 
1969        t Jan. 1980        Can       CI and PSV       Total 

?JÍlÚ*ntSr:       12.4 22.2 2.2 0.7     •      29 
New Cakdoma          18.8 28.4 2.5 07 32 

French Polynesia          142 25.3 2.5 0.8 3.2 

Total          67.7 111.4 9.8 3.3 13.1 

The small numbers involved do not warrant the establishment of a motor 
vehicle mdus:ry, even based on assembly of SKD kits, in any of the developing 
countries in this area. Indeed, it would scarcely be justified for the area as a 
whole. 
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Summary of forecasts (alternative A) by area 

f i nomatiti imiti) 

Motor vehicles in tue i   
-—— L_ _         lore"ìst '»«' registrations i„ two 

¡Jon- Vorerst "  
     _                            ,969        IJ.iii.l9H0 <"••"•*                CA'               /,.-,. 

 _  /M                 lot.,1 
The Caribbean and         

Latin America .. oc.,,    ,,-,„. 
Am (area. 2 and .1)     3\,¿!,'   n.'l9=A     '-IK-1       5.15.2 46 „     , ,„, 

Middle East   .. , 7U. -      , „ ' 
Africa Mu,h „f ilK. Saha„•; \•~     «£»       »I        „5., 

Total ~~  '3.1 
 '4'859-2    ^»     **»«        924.0 W2     32„7 

"* Included with CV. ~ — •  ¿.¿47,7 

Wc have considered the situation ~f 01   .     , 
below analyses these countri s fa   "2 al í'0""8 "'"""- •* 1» 
regmrations foreseen in 1980   I  allo <hZ   t""'*'"« '° thc TOIU

• of new *-* - a motor vehicle inat;ä;:7Lc:rrin cach a': 

Are,,        Ho. of      «£¡í» SKA ^wí^^-in_^*^»' 
'DMAífíf,       '"«'("' m Í9S0      — _____    registrations will be: 

vehicle (thousand          A,ore       100,000     IññcüT     7^7.—~ -—____ 
mAmnes ,mitsi than                *         20;f°        '0,000        J^QJ        ~ 

~ — ""^iw»-  «Ä»   -».»   Ä 

i  ,       J£  ;   ?       ?   î   ? 

—í-   —1 131 « 0 ô 'o 4 21 
Total 93 _t*     ~      0 o 4 yj *        3.247.5 3 2 ñ "    " ~ 

  21 " » 
There are motor vehirl,. ;«J   . • "     '  

majority consisting „f Ztù^Z^t^ ">">*«• "* g'«, 
dopttd m this chapter, thc ùJJ^^J^^S •» the broad cicriá 

A«c countnes to justify economica ]J T "**? is lar8e <•ugh m 27 of 
7 countries (4 Latín American"^liteex,?tcn« of ehe industry; i„ altri 
Ac national marke, wo„l_l.__frÍ 3 MnC'*) " is f°"«« that the .romr, „f 
12 countries (5 Africani r , T °P«*<om by 1980; while in A, f 
option, wL. Ç^^ 2 Asian)',, £î* ~¡S 
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_ On the other hand, the demand forecasts suggest that by 1980 the following 
.-> countries may envisage establishing car-assembly plants using SKI) or CK1) 

kits: Jamaica and Panama in area 1; Hong Kong in area 2; the Republic of 
Viet-Nam in area 3; Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Saudi Arabia, the Sudan 
and Syria in area 4; Ethiopia, Mozambique, Zaire and Zambia in area 5 In a 
few or these countries CV may also be economical to assemble 

It must be repeated that a detailed study of the situation is necessary in 
each country before taking any decisions. Furthermore, no allowance has been 
made for the possibility of any group of countries rationalizing production on 
the basis of integrating their markets. In fact, we have come close to assuming 
that once demand reaches 10,000 cars or 5,000 CV a year, a local industry will be 
established and no complete vehicles will be imported or exported. Before 
c osmg the discussion about the production forecasts it is desirable to take a 
closer look at this matter. 

International trade in motor vehicles 

The very progress of the developing countries leads to a fluid situation 
as between trade in complete vehicles and trade in SKD and CKD kits for 

Was* WC may hOPC t0 aSCCrtaÍn trCnds rathcr than makc ^"«tativc 

One should begin by describing the general picture in the relatively few 
industrialized countries where the majority of the world's motor vehicles are 
produced, as it is expected to develop in the period 1970-1980 

New plants are being built in the United States, Furope and Japan to expand 
production. Substantial investments are planned for modernization of production 
plant (automatton). Concentration and mergers of enterprises may become even 
more frequent, increasing the number of vehicles produced by each surviving 
enterprise and reducing the number of models. The use of computers will 
become increasingly widespread in research, development, production, manage- 
ment and marketing. b 

Other things being equal, these trends will result in a reduction in cost 
prices and a considerable improvement in quality (reliability and durability) 
associated with the increase in the volume of annual production. Competition 
among the major international manufacturers will become increasingly intense 
particularly m those export markets which become more widely open as a' 
consequence of trade liberalization at the world level. 

Opportunities for the developing countries to export motor vehicles, which 
arc already small, will shrink further, except within regional common markets 
having high external tariffs for motor vehicles or where special trade agreements 
apply to a group of countries. Apart from facing severer competition from ex- 
ports by developed countries, in terms of the selling prices of comparable models, 
the developing countries will not easily attain the same product quality, parti- 
cularly as regards accessories. Furthermore, the organization of sales and after- 
sales services abroad (including the requisite credit facilities) is a task of consider- 
able magnitude and many developing countries would have difficulty in finding 
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W'H Probably „„, rc„in tlK. c,, ,Hv „r v,i JOr, """T""•»' »»"ufacturcrs 
•'•"<< market., will n,,k, »¡•17„ >,2 g 1USC barrinS ComPrtiri°» i" 
«"""tries. The striking success Of i  ,,, " *°, •<",m rrora ''«eloping 

«»- «WH. appcr "tiikci,: :T;; .^r1 ?¡; d",7°spmai ^" 
»p."K countncs which arc\,,:,blis| ^;     Lt    S'   ' f"" ""' l»d A-'>- 
rosy dreams. *• lm,tor vt "'«<•• industries to injulgc m 

with those- „i'thc develop• S,:*;,•;!"" Tu' ? l,*h in ro"'P—" 
barriers in f„tua, rat|lcr L few^ Ä Î1°'^ '° "* C"stoms 

tries. In other words, these clevlpl ^ ntr ^'"n t!^' T" whidc md"- 
counter to the world poliey „f ,ri7"b r r "     bc micr Pr•»«-' » act 
gran. ,„ their d„,m„l ¡ÄcT ''^'''""O"' '""•"S «he protection they 

» -äSä^CääE^ cv m^,s rcquirci, 
Ca.erp.llar tractors, bulldozers, XII ^ W°"ld not ^ justified. 
.      Our concision „urn be t a, ,„ "^ °t cïïST" *"? '" P°""' 
"Khistry ,„ a dcvt.,    ¡     co M^l <bc «bhshmen. „fa „,„,„, vchic|c 

between .ha, country ^oécrclJ^'T '"^ '" ',,0t0r »**» 
m crnational manufacturers who Z cton,? transacn°ns •* <hc major 
other words, „ewre8is,r.ni„„sa„0dl^;c

P;a7.t0 I" "P thc ^T- •» 
"• vol"iiK'. "onustic production become almost identical 

*f £££EZïs?*jr** ta*. GNp Of tí» d.v.l„-- • <,,,,",,1 •»"* fa «1 

the dliTfroTn Wolr^lTjr0 ad0ptCl' ,hc mod«t ^"'»Ptbn tha, in 
¡" ¡'s GNP catial to ,h« L^flT^^•"^?• '" »Li X* 

Among the go Is a„d Xí"'""?^5 «^ ****•     * 
Decade, adopted I,, he Gene 'I: "'L ° SCCO"d United Nations Development 
-n, Strategy (o!\hc *£»,*^"pa « of the ,„ter„ationa. Devi•" 
gross product of ,„c developing coml' 8VTe "K o( S'omh i„ ,hc 

the possibility of attaining f hiZ " u      °'C °f at lcast 6 P" «nt w ,h 

«-h rate may have Ä Ä t^^ - ff *- 
y presented of potential vehicle 

" GenCral Assenibly resolution 2626 (XXV). 
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demand new reparations and production in imi For ,lm purpose, we assume 
that each individual developing country will aehieve an av rag • annual ra Ò 
growth „16 per cent ,,,„s GNI- over the period studied, except ,!,.„ tl, ,r ' 
easts already made in tins chapter will be retained for those countries for wS, 
an annual growth of GNP in excess of 6 per cent was adopted. This will Of c Ú" 
result m an average annual rate of growth of GNP slightly greater l,.u ( ^ 
cent for the developing countries as a whole. ' 

Tables 11 to 15 show the forecast number of motor vehicles in use and 

tïiToXnr : l98°accordi"8 tu *~ »• - * - -> ^ 

TABLE 11.    FORECAST B or MOTOR VEHICLES IN USE AND NEW REGISTRATIONS IN 1980 

AREA 1 : THE CARIBBEAN AND LATIN AMERICA 

 ^^                           ( Thousavd units) 

Total motor ___^__ ' «'«"«' new registrations 
vehicles in use ~Z "  

                ..._...          <^_ _      Ci' PSÍ- ,oU,l 

The Caribbean and 
Central America" 

Costa Rica                        UT e Q, 
Dominican Rep          i^n oí II °5 *«•« 
El Salvador ......                   ^i II T1 04 U-7 
Guatemala \\\\         .JJn , î'î °6 ,09 

Haiti                            'Sí "Í 42 °6 17.8 
Honduras....:::::     «î ?•? 'u -• ^ 
jamaica    ..;          jf• ¿* 2H 0.4 8.1 
¡¡Jexic°    •••*•      2,820.8 250.4 1070 lo"l ¿\'\ Nicaragua                                  ,-,. c, '•' J,u -*>7.5 
Panama           • .\\ J.1 0.3 7.7 
TrinidadandTobago1:::::::::::   I• ¡s;7 £; üí 15:; 

Sub-t0tal      3,852.7 3527 132J 13.5 498.5 
South America 

&::  "J" «•; «J ,„ ««,, 
Brazil                      944 7.5 4.3 0.4 12 2 
chu ::::::  4-• «M 207.0 lftA 572j 
Colombia....:::::    £?•! £•* *•? 2-8 *>•<> 
Ecuador                •l ** ** 4.8 78.7 

ü:rr
y ••••"••••••••••••••••••••:   &7 is n ¡s ïî 

Uruguay         So 518 269 29 »1-7 
vengúela:::::::  .S* *•* 240 u • 
 ____ 444 384 32 1861 

Sub"t0tal  J
2
^LV iftí8J «2.7 ¿o' 1,571.4 

TOtal     15'97«-9 1,371.4 645.0 53.5 2,069.9 

' ¡Ä1Äcv.,,ere %vi,h Ccmral A'• 
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AW:A2:    SOU HI-EASI ASIA 

A«.A3:    '",«,„,„ ASIA, .xnuniN.nnMnmniiAsr 
( I hoiisiiiid units) 

1 fliil niot,ir 
rehides in use 

Area 2 

Burma   
Indonesia .. 139X 

Khmer Republic  6717 

Laos     "  M-4 
Malaysia     _"""' 
Philippines......."  521 6 

Singapore.... J*9-2 

Thailand..          249-5 

vict-Nam, Rep. ;„•;;;;;;; ^ 

Sub-total ... 
  3,224.6 

Area ) 

Afghanistan  
Ceylon  ***.3 
Hong KotiR   .'  236-7 

india  ..            185.2 
Iran .'.'.'."'.'.'.".'  2'1117 

Korea, Rep. of        4901 

Nepal                 203-9 
Pakistan  22-l 
  577.3 

Sub-total . 
  3,886.3 

Total ... 
  7.110.9 

Included under CV. 

Cits 

10.H 
61.2 
6.5 
1.9 

57.2 
56.8 
26.4 
37.7 
17.8 

276.1 

5.5 
20.0 
19.6 

180.5 
47.3 
17.3 
2.7 

58.3 

loteaist nn,- rtgiiimi.Mi, 

c\- 

5.6 
25.0 

1.9 
(».6 

11.3 
35.3 
6.3 

23.5 
8.2 

117.7 

2.1 
14.6 
4.2 

77.9 
10.7 
8.9 
0.3 
7.7 

351.2 126.4 

627.3 244.1 

20.1 

Toi.il 

1.6 18.1 
5.4 91.5 
 a 8.4 
 a 2.5 
1.3 69.« 
7.4 99.5 
0.5 33.2 
3.8 65.0 
 a 25.8 

413.9 

0.4 8.0 
1.7 36.3 
0.8 24.6 

16.5 274.9 
2.5 60.5 
 a 26.2 
 a 3.0 
4.2 70.2 

26.1 503.7 

Tabic 16 presents for each ar• A   r 
new registrations m 1980 ¿£>* ~ „ motor ^ ., 

of ammmum 6 per ccnt annua| ^***«><« The >mmption 

„H T 0f3"7 mill'°" «¿ id*£ .tanGNP (al,f•«« B) !e,ds «, 
under «„„deration, which is ,8.3 per cm m„ T VT'"1*'* «omrici 
lo alternarne A. The total new reKistraL•f r" the **«"« »«ordi„K 

from 3.3 million to aPproximate7yTmï.! "** f°r I980 "'* bX 21 P« com 
al.emat.vo B, „i,h „rw

P
c.lr 47,nl« Í      '" ^^ from alte•*¡vc A "o 2 „,,l|i0„ t   27 mi|li()li       S^^^wwa. increMC ££ 

2" "" «"' *» 1U ««»-n to sii/ • ~ ^Lniln"'' PSV •"* * »be, 
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TABU; 13.    FORI-CAST li oí MOI 
OH VEHICLES IN usi; ANO NEW REGISTRATIONS IN  1980 

AREA 4:   NORTH AFRICA AND TIIK MIDDIE EAST 

(Thousand units) 

lotai motor 
vehicles in use 

North Africa 

Algeria  413 , 

¡KW1  455.6 
L,by-'    231.9 
Morocco  5P 0 
Sudan    .....' 130.0 
Tunisia  ^4 j 

Sub"total   1,926.6 

Middle Hast 

Cyprus  87.4 
,rac1  300.5 
sracl  619.8 

1°**•  86.4 
Lebanon  232 2 
Saudi Arabia  325 4 
Jy• •'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 112.1 
Turkey  919 0 

Yemen, People's Dem. Rep. of ... 45.8 

Sub-total   2,728.4 

TotaI  4,655.0 

0 Included under CV. 

Cii 

184.7 

283.5 

468.2 

lotet ast new registrations 

CV PS\ • 

69.3 1.0 

65.9 

135.2 

8.4 

9.4 

Tot,il 

34.2 23.1  a 57.3 
54.1 7.7  a 61.9 
22.0 5.4 0.2 27.5 
48.2 17.5  a 65.7 
10.8 5.4 0.6 16.8 
15.4 10.3 0.2 25.9 

255.1 

7.7 2.8  a 10.5 
29.7 6.4 1.6 37.7 
63.1 17.7 1.1 81.8 

9.1 2.1 0.3 11.4 
26.9 3.1 0.4 30.3 
28.9 8.3 0.6 37.8 
11.4 3.7  a 15.1 

101.8 21.1 4.4 127.3 
4.9 0.8  a 5.7 

357.7 

612.8 

Pœpleïî^aAÎA hrael Jordan Saudi Arabia. Syria and the 
on the preceding hypothesis of which have an annual growth rate of GNP in excess of 6 per cent 

• 101 
PTT V• ?(th? altcrnativc for^asts of motor vehicles in use 

f!k ci íat the W,deSt disParities betw*en them occur in Africa south 
ot the Sahara and in Oceania, for both of which alternative B is nearly 28 per 
cent higher than alternative A. This may be readily understood, because the 
extrapolation of past trends results in an annual growth rate of GNP much 
below 6 per cent for the great majority of the countries included in these two 
area* For areas 2 and 3 and for area 4 the totals forecast according to alternative B 
are 20.3 per cent and 18.7 per cent, respectively, greater than those according 
to alternative A, while for Latin America the increase is 15.8 per cent. As may 
be anticipated from the methodology of the forecasts, a comparison of the new 
registrations forecast for 1980 according to the two alternatives shows similar 
percentage differences to those in respect of motor vehicles in use 
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'•AB,,.- 14.    h,,, As, « o, M„,OH VH,„:,>:S ,N us,-. ANO Ntw H„,S1HATI()NS IN ]9H0 

AHI A 5:    Ai RICA SOUTH Oí TIII SAHARA 

                                (Thousand units) 

ï'ottil motor I ora tisi new reghtnuioiis 
i'i'/iii/i'j in me —  c'"s Cl nsr í.r /-',;,,•. I ¡'till (.entrai Alrici 

Angola  11( . 
,.                            134.1                7i 7n Cameroon                  |()1 .,                '- '•" -" 14.2 
Central African Rep      ."         ~>(i'~               .. x7_ °.6 13.5 
Chad                                    '"         ~ ''                '•3 1.5 —« 3o 

^mgo .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.•.'.•.'."•         i?",               J? M -a 3.0 
Gabon   ...                                         '          """,                 ,'> 1-4 —« ? o 
-, •                           27.                 7i (1Q ~v 

Zaire                                          ... _              ~* 0.9 —« 34 
         161.5              15 1 e? ,., „JH 

        4972             36.7 23.0 jT ~—¿7T¿- 
¡Mshni Africa ' WH 

Botswana  q Q 

iiurundi ....                                             .I',,              °-7 0.6 -« i ^ 
c . •     .                        12.0                n (11 '-1 

Kenya                               '•          '•              ,2(» 1.8 0.6 H 4 
»,   ,'                         184.0              ->o 1 i„ .., '^-* 
Madagascar                  ,,.                ; • ' 3.0 0.6 23.6 
Malawi                           ••••        ]:]

AZ             10-2 6.5 0.3 169 

Mauritius                    ^              3o 1.5 -« 4^ 
Mozambique                             J"               3-¡ 0.9 -« 3.9 
bunion      ••••       I47*            HI 7.3 o.2 ,8.7 
Rwanda                                    41"              3-6 1.8 -» 54 
Somalia                         94              °-8 0.3 _« *,", 
Swaziland   .'' "          J;.               I2 0.3 _D ,5 

Tanzania. United Rep. of '.'        ,^'J              ¡J? °5 -« 1.4 
U^»da     ;••••        •              "-4 M 0.6 ,5.4 
Zambia                                          Í98              9<> 0.8 __« 99 

sub-totai ... : : —.-££-  —M   LI __JU_ n.3 
      1,035.9            94 H ii, ^~T7~ "  

West Africa 33t 2/> 13IK7 

Dahomev 
Gambia '              JJ1             2.0 1.3 _« 7, 
Chana      .'            .7-7             0.5 0.5 _, Q9 

Guinea                   ^9            147 6.3 __. _,¿ 
Ivory Coast                                J•             4.4 2.8 0.1 73 
Liberia               ,293            10.3 5.4 0.3 159 
Mali               »•_              3.0 0.5 0.2 37 
Mauritania                                       :,;             2-7 1.3 01   • 11 

*S** .':::::::::::::•     •      '•? °-7 - Í2 
Nigeria                              J7-7             2.1 0.5 _» 26 

Slegai                     f275           33.6 6.9 ,.3 fj 
Sierra Leone            i(*%             «6 4.5 0.4 Í34 
-go               427             3.5 15 _n 13.4 

Upper Volta                        J-9              1-« 0.3 _„ Jj 

Sub-total       -—    —JLi Li  3.0 
         958.1            8Q 3 -»-1 ¿ rr-    ' — 

Total Area 5 ...                        ~~7^T   —^    - —   —H. »25.3 
"" • :      2,49U          "°H 90.0 61      ~~^ZT 

• Included under CV                                    ' •   J16H 
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IAHII LS.    Forni AM Hoi MOID« VI.HK its IN IM AND NIU HK.ISI MAIIONS IN | 

AHI A 6:    ()( LANíA 

( Thousand unii* ) 

WH 

7'iifij/ moror 
tvhitles m uve 

Fiji Islands  29.S 
Neu Caledonia  ,V,.f> 
New Ciuinca  47.4 
French Polynesia  28.5 

Iota'  142.3 

/ 11 Wild neir registrations 

t•'•"•-* Cl   mut PS\ /,,,,,/ 

3.1 
3.2 
3.8 
2.8 

12.8 

0.9 4.11 
1.1 4.3 
1.7 5.5 
0.9 3.7 

4.6 17.4 

1 Aim  16.   COMPARISON 01 AI.TKHNATIVE FORECASTS IOR MOTO» VKMIíTIS IN IM AND NI W 

HI CASTRATIONS IN  1980,  BY AHI A 

(Thousand units) 

'I'otiil of motor 
vehicles in use, 

1 Jan. I9H0 (uns 

renisi wie regi tlr.ttiom in / 9X0 

CI' I'Sl • 7 i'í.»/ 

Area 1 Alternative A 
Alternative B 

13,795.4 
15,978.9 

1,152.2 
1,371.4 

535.2 
645.0 

46.0 
53.5 

1,733.5 
2,069.9 

Areas 2 and 3 Alternative A 
Alternative B 

5,867.5 
7,110.9 

502.1 
627.3 

202.9 
244.1 

40.0 
46.2 

745.1 
917.6 

Area 4 Alternative A 
Alternative B 

3,919.8 
4,655.0 

388.1 
468.2 

115.1 
135.2 

8.8 
9.4 

512.1 
512.8 

Area 5 Alternative A 
Alternative B 

1,967.6 
2,491.2 

171.8 
220.8 

67.5 
90.0 

4.4 
6.1 

243.7 
316.8 

Area 6 Alternative A 
Alternative B 

111.4 
142.3 

9.8 
12.8 

3 3 
4.6 

 a 

 (i 

13.1 
17.4 

Total Alternative A 
Alternative B 

25,661.7 
30,378.3 

2,224.0 
2,700.5 

924.0 
1,118.9 

99.2 
115.2 

3,247.5 
3,834.5 

• Included under CV. 

Compared with the picture of the possibilities for complete domestic pro- 
duction of cars already presented on the basis of forecast A for new registrations, 
forecast B leads to no radical alteration. In area 4 Turkey, with an annual car 
demand in 1980 of just beyond the 100,000 mark, may join the handful of coun- 
tries where such production is justified, while Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela 
in area 1 and India in area 3 will face a significantly higher demand and can 
expand their domestic production correspondingly. Similar considerations apply 
to the complete domestic production of CV, with the exception of Venezuela, 
where their production will still be marginal with demand expected to be 
around 40,000 vehicles a year by 1980, and Turkey where the expected demand 
will remain too low to justify such an operation. In addition, the Philippines, 
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in arca 2 will k-approaching demand levels at which complete domestic pro- 
ducta, or CV .nay be economically viable, the 1980 demand forecasts for this 
category of vehicles totalling over 35,000 on the second hypothesis 

As for assembly operations, with or without the incorporation of domestically 
manufactured products, the following observations can be made regarding the 
different geographical zones. b 

Of the eight countries in Latin America in which assembly operations were 
considered feasible on our criteria according to forecast A, all except Trinidad 
and I em would be able to increase their level of production according to fore- 
cast B while the assembly of CV and PSV may also become more interesting 
for a further two among them, namely Jamaica and Guatemala, since both 
would then expect an annual demand in the 4,000 to 5,000 range The higher 
number of new car registrations in forecast B (9,600) would make car-assembly 
operations a more economic proposition than previously in Costa Rica- the 
assembly of CV and PSV might become viable in Ecuador and very nearly so 
m liohvia, the expected demand being 5,700 and 4,300, respectively, in 1980 

In Asia the higher volume of registrations according to forecast B would 
also P--t higher production levels and, in this context" special mention may 
be made of the substantially higher new CV registrations in both Indonesia and 
the Ph.hppines-25,000 and 35.000 respectively. Perhaps the „JSJ 

ÄT7d
oul of thc hi8uer grrh hy^hcsls is <hat B«J5S the ranks of the countries where the assembly of both cars and commercial 

vehicles is economically jusrificd. "«mruai 

In North Africa and the Middle East, the complete manufacture of cars 
and CV on a sub-regional basis either in North Africa or in thc Middle East 
becomes slightly more attractive according to forecast B; no significant change 
-s noted ,n the position of individual countries, except that theLcmbly of CV 
•nay prove economically feasible in both Libya and the Sudan * 

As for the rest of Africa, forecast B's much higher volume of new registra- 
non. would render car assembly an economic proposition in Ethiopia Mad - 
gasear, Mozambique «he Ivory Coast and Zaire. The assembly of CV m gnt 
be econoimcally viable in all of these countries, with the exceptL of Miopia 

ûXÏL/R• f T     ' Car aSTnbly mi8lU h0,ds0me intcrcst for Senegal, he United Republic of Tanzania and Uganda while Senegal might also be in 
a position to make its existing CV-assembly operations more economk 

The prospects for thc countries in area 6 embarking on any assembly ooera- 

forecast tor 1980 by assuming a higher GNP growth rate. 



Chapter} 

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRIES SINCE 1950 

General considerations 

In chapter I, vvc noted that the developing countries, with a population 
or 1,663 million, or 61 per cent of the population of the countries included in 
tab'e 1, had 15.1 million vehicles in use, or 7 per cent of the total for those coun- 
tries and only 9.1 vehicles per thousand inhabitants. Their production in 1%9 
of 1.1 million vehicles (including assembly operations) represented only .1.8 per 
cent of world production. Annual production in developing countries averaged 
only 7.3 per cent of the number of vehicles in use in those'countries compared 
with an average of 13.7 per cent for all the countries included in tables 1 and 2. 

In chapter 2 forecasts were made on two alternative bases of the number 
or cars, CV and PS V in use and of the annual level of new registrations at the 
end of the Second United Nations Development Decade. From these we inferred 
what policy it would probably be desirable for each of the 94 developing coun- 
tries examined to follow with regard to motor vehicle manufacturing. It was 
emphasized, however, that the general nature of this study did not permit clear- 
cut solutions to be advocated and that in every country a detailed investigation 
was first required. 

Since 1950, nearly 50 of these developing countries have begun motor 
vehicle production operations, with varying amounts of assistance from manu- 
facturers in the more developed countries, as part of their industrial development. 

In this chapter, an attempt will be made to analyse the reasons behind the 
individual cases of relative success or semi-failure. The argument will be illus- 
trated in places by examples drawn from the experience of countries that set 
up motor vehicle industries in fairly recent times but are not treated here as 
developing countries (Australia, Japan, Spain and so forth). The record of these 
countries contains mistakes as well as successes. It is hoped, in this way, to offer 
practical advice to those in developing countries who may be concerned with 
setting up or developing an existing motor vehicle industry or with rectifying 
a situation which has become unsatisfactory as a result of past errors on the part 
of the manufacturers and/or the Government. 
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TIü: MOTOR VEIIILCK INDUSTRY 

The criticisms made and their causes 

The criticisms which tend to be made, cither of methods or euuipment 
come from  four different charters and the causes of the complaints are the 
responsibility of one or more of the same parties, namclv: 

Governments and Government agencies (CA); 

The international motor vehicle manufacturers that cram licences and supply 
CKDor SKI) kits (IM); v M ' 

Domestic manufacturers (DM); and 

Customers (Government and private) (CU). 

Criticisms may be classified into three categories: economic, technical and 
adm.r.strati vc. The following schedule lists the criticisms in each category accord- 
ing to ong.nat.ng quarter, showing the causes of complaint and the parties 
responsible. r 

f .'i/fiium < hifiiihitinii 
./i/.ir/ir (.'IM<M\> i>r'ii>w/i/,fi/ir 

I. Economic criticisms 

Selling prices too high 

Costs too high 

CU    Costs too high 

Domestic taxes too high 

Location of plants 

Dealer commissions too high 

Too many sales outlets 

CA     Production volume too low 

Incompetence of management 

Too many models 

Too many DMs 

Too many IMs 

High cost of accessories 

Capital investments too large 

Manufacturing methods 
unsuited to length of 
production run 

Premature incorporation of 
domestic products 

Unwarranted incorporation 
of domestic products 

Customs duties too high 

I'.irly 
res fions i We 

DM 

GA 

DM 

GA 

DM 

GA 

DM 

GA 

GA 

GA 

GA 

DM 

DM 

G A 

GA 

G A 
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I >M unable to export 

Sparc parts too expensive 

Component parts too expensive 

Licence fees too high 

Shortage of foreign exchange 

Instability of currency 

Production volume too low 

DM experiencing financial 
difficulties 

( irigitiatiii 
•punter í.'.m.M > i'/'ii'/ii/'/.NH/ 

GA Costs too high 

Lack of intergovernmental 

DM 

co-operation G A 

Contract with IM prohibits 
exports IM 

cu Costs too high DM 
Dealer commissions too high GA 
Domestic taxes too high GA 
Poor service organization DM 

IM Ignorance of management 
practice of IM DM 
Mistrust DM 

IM Ignorance of expenses 
incurred by IM DM 
Mistrust DM 
Exaggerated demand by IM IM 

DM   Economic and political 
situation G A 

IM     Economic and political 
situation GA 

IM     Insufficient survey of market DM 

Lack of discrimination in 
choice of models DM 

Purchasing power of 
customers too low GA 

DM unable to export GA 

Too many models GA 

Consequence of high costs 
and low production volume DM 

Inadequacy of initial 
capitalization DM 

Inadequacy of preliminary 
studies DM 

Poor management DM 

Inadequate capital market GA 
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C'rilii ism 

II. Technical criticisms 

Quality inferior to that of 
imported vehicles 

( iriginaliiifi 
i/iiiirfcr Ciiuses i>t'fivni>l,iiiil l'art y 

tes/ionnblf 

Frequent breakdowns 

Vehicle life too short 

Mediocre quality of accessories 

Faulty maintenance and repair 

Vehicles unsuited to climate, 
terrain, quality of roads or fuel 

CU    Too many models dissipate 
efforts C;A 

Poor quality of raw materials       G A 

Poor quality of labour G A 

Poor quality of supervisory staff GA 

Inadequate means of 
production DM 

Too rapid incorporation of 
domestic products G A 

Inadequate quality control DM 

CU    Same causes as for inferior 
quality (sec above) 

Lack of customer education CU 

Unsuitability of vehicle DM 

Inadequate maintenance DM 

Mediocre repair work DM 

Mediocre road system GA 

CU    Same causes as for frequent 
breakdowns (see above) 

CU    Same causes as for inferior 
quality (see above) 
Lack of standardization GA 

CU   Lack of service stations DM 

Stations poorly equipped DM 

Incompetent labour DM 

Lack of instructions and 
repair manuals in the 
language of the country DM 

CU   Poor choice of vehicle DM 

Cubic capacity of motor 
inadequate pj^j 

Insufficiently robust chassis DM 

Lack of collaboration 
between IM and DM IM 
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(.>//ii ism (iriginiUiiig 
quarter (.'.¡¡uses of complaint 

Insufficient technical assistance 
from licensor 

Incompetence of management 
and labour 

III. Administrative criticisms 

DM   Insufficient skilled staff at 
licensor and DM 

Difficulties due to language 
barrier 

Mistrust 

IM    Inadequacy of vocational 
and technical training 

Lack of industrial experience 

Time allowed for incorporation 
of domestic products too long     GA 

Time allowed for incorporation 
of domestic products tpo short    IM 

Instability of Governments IM 

Vagueness of government 
regulations IM 

Constantly changing regulations IM 

Lack of co-ordination among 
the various ministries 
concerned 

Hasty and incompetent 
policies 

Incompetence and lack of 
comprehension on the part 
of Government officials 

Lack of confidence by public 
authorities 

Lack of the necessary 
domestic industries 

Inadequacy of the licensor's 
technical facilities 

Inadequacy of technical 
facilities of the DM 

Slowness of Governments 

Vagueness and instability of 
Government regulations 

Political situation 

Incompetence of officials 

Incompetence of officials 

Consequence of vagueness 
of regulations 

IM and Organization of Government 
DM   agencies 

Party 
responsible 

IM 

IM 

GA 
DM 
GA 

GA 

GA 

GA 

GA 

IM 

DM 
GA 

GA 

GA 

GA 

GA 

(¡A 

GA 
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(Ji/iii 

Uncomprehending ami slow 
customs authorities 

Inconsistencies in economic 
policy (prices, credit, inflation) 

( Ingnuttitfi 
./ii.irfi'r ( '.«or« ,'/ i,'iii/>/iiin/ 

IM ami Conscijuencc of vague .uni 
DM   constantly changing 

regulations ami lack of 
co-ordination among 
ministries 

IM    Domestic and foreign 
political situation 

¡'any 

(;A 

(ÏA 

Conclurions to be drawn from analyiii of the cauws of criticiim 

Sonic fundamental conclusions may be drawn from this analysis to form 
the basis tor the discussion in chapter 4 of this study. 

The role of Government agencies 

In economic, technical and administrative matters alike, government agencies 
have an essential role to play in establishing a motor vehicle industry in a devel- 
oping country. They nee • *o take action in the following areas: 

Orientation at the outset, specifying goals and time limits; 

Advice in the choice of manufacturers and models, in order to limit their 
numbers; 

Protection of the new industry from massive imports of complete vehicles 
through an appropriate fiscal policy and inducements to "buy national" 
by manipulating credit and trade policy; 

Supervision of the execution of contracts; 

Arbitration in the event of difficulties between the domestic manufacturer 

CKD kit^C,gn ,mnufaCtUrcr liccnsine thc °P•«°n and supplying the 

a?dgatt2Í?n
8/h00lSK,nd UnuVCrfCS in thc PubHc "«*»•to tra"> A« managers and thc indispensable technical staff and skilled labour. 

to e„ln„rtLVZ^'hthtI Tt haVC bCCn ***** t0 **** ^ - ««cr to ensure that they are handled by competent officials and that thc actions taken 

Lf:rr
Ol,SG0VCm,"Cnt ^»• —ned are co-ordinated. Espíes of 

The Grupo executive para la industria automobilistica (GE1A), in Brazil" 
The Compara cimento de /, industria automoL, in Chilf 
ini instituto di ¡omento industrial, m Colombia- 
The Grupo probador de la industria automotriz, i„ Venezuela. 
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In other countries, the State participates in the capital of the vehicle manu- 
facturing companies through a State agency, nominates o.ic or more Directors 
and thereby carries out supervision from within. The experience of" Spain shows 
that such a situation need not preclude the establishment of a vigorous, rapidly 
expanding industry. The Spanish Government indirectly holds 74.9 per cent 
of the capita! of one of the main enterprises. ENASA. Production in Spain rose 
from 16,000 in 1955 to 454,471 vehicles in 1969, of which ENASA and two 
other companies accounted for 77 per cent. 

There is state capital participation, for example, in the following developing 
countries: 

Guinea, where the State owns 51 per cent of the capital of SOMOVA; 

Senegal, where the State owns 10 per cent of the capital of Berliet-Senegal 
through the Banque sénégalaise de développement ; 

Algeria, where the State owns 4<) per cent of the capital of Berliet-Algérie; 

Morocco, where the State has a 40 per cent participation in Berliet-Maroc 
and 40 per cent in SOMACA, through the Bureau d'études et de participa- 
tion industrielle (BEPI); 

Tunisia, where the State has a 60 per cent participation in STIA. 

In yet other countries, the plants are State-owned and the role of foreign 
motor vehicle manufacturers is limited to supplying licences or CKD kits. 
This is the case in all the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe, 
Egypt, Cambodia and Yugoslavia. 

Concentration of production 

A small number of models and a small number of enterprises arc essential 
features if the vehicles and accessories produced are to be of high quality and 
competitive price. 

The Government should impose this situation from the outset as a matter 
of policy if it wishes to avoid a proliferation of small assembly shops carrying 
out SKD or CKD assembly of dozens of models of cars and CV, such as can 
be found in Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and elsewhere. 

It may be thought advantageous to attract many international manufac- 
turers initially, in the expectation that competition will bring about concentration 
of assembly operations in the course of a few years. The experience of Portugal 
shows that this may fail to happen. Legislative decrees in 1961 and 1962 pre- 
scribed assembly of CKD kits, prohibiting the import of finished vehicles and 
requiring the incorporation of domestic products to reach 25 per cent by 1 Januarv 
1969. There are still 18 enterprises assembling the models of 30 American and 
European manufacturers. Output in 1969 was 51,700 cars and 15,400 CV and 
PSV. 

The incorporation of domestically manufactured products 

Domestic products should not be introduced hastily, for otherwise product 
quality may be lowered and costs increased excessively. The time schedule 
for this process and the proportion of "domestic content" to be achieved must 
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take into account not onlv the financial resources nf the country ami ot vehicle 
manufacturing enterprises, hut also the inunher ot managers, tcchnua' start and 
skilled workers locallv available. The growth ot "domestic content" nearly 
always takes place to the detriment of the cost price ot the vehicles and the 
Government must determine to what extent it can accommodate the consequent 
increase in selling prices in its financial policy (high domestic prices, impossibility 
of exporting, hence balance of payments deficit) without paving the way to 
monetary inflation. Some observers are ot the opinion that the pace ot inflation 
in Argentina and Hrazil between 1955 and 1965 was due in no small measure 
to a policy that required the incorporation ot domestic parts ton rapidly. 

A very thorough and precise study should be made in each case. The follow- 
ing factors need to be considered: 

The distance between the plants ot the manufacturer supplying the SKI) 
or CKD kits and the assembly plant; 

The costs of preparing matched sets of parts tor CKD (and to a lesser extent 
SKP) kits, packing, freight and insurance; 

The daily rate ot vehicle assembly plannet! ; 

The working lite of equipment, which determines the depreciation charges 
for tooling; 

The wage rates tor production labour; 

The quality of super sory staff and production labour. 

Governments tend, in order to economize foreign exchange, to force up 
the percentages by value of the "domestic content" and to reduce the time 
limits for achieving them. They should in no case impose compliance with 
figures that they have determined a priori. 

An approach adopted by Australia appears to be worthy of adoption more 
widely. Since April 1965, the regulations provide an option, allowing the manu- 
facturer to choose between two plans. Under plan A (domestic manufacturer 
status), he undertakes to achieve a "domestic content" of 95 per cent within 
five years, except for models with an annual production of less than 7,500, in 
which case the proportion ranges between 45 per cent and 60 per cent. Under 
plan SV (assembler status), no particular level of "domestic content" is obligatory, 
but customs duties on imported items are much higher than under plan A. 

It is for each manufacturer to choose in the light of his market, his financial 
and industrial resources and the cost price of the model. 

As a result, of a total of 390,119 vehicles despatched from Australian plants 
in 1967, 346,000 (including 298,000 ears) were manufactured under plan A, 
and 44,000 under plan SV. Of the five enterprises with domestic manufacturer 
status, namely GM-Holden, Ford, Chrysler, British Leyland Motors and Inter- 
national, the first four also apply plan SV in the case of certain models. Three 
American, four Japanese and four European enterprises have assembler status. 

The Japanese firms consider plan SV most advantageous and even go so far 
as to diversify their activities and change models to avoid exceeding the figure 
of 7,500 in a year. Volkswagen Australia, which had invested $A28 million 
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over three vcars in order to achieve the 95 per cent level prescribed by plan A. 
decided to abandon tins course and return to plan SV with a local conte», 
ot 50 per cent, after showing losses of SA3.75 million in 1966 and SA2.5 million 

in  1967. i   i  i    i      j     LI 
The Republic of South Africa followed a similar, but slightly los Hexible. 

course, Since 1%4. any firm wishing to operate there has had to choose between 

the following: ,   . 
Assembler status, under which the Government limits the firm s imports 
through a system of quotas per model, making any development of sales 
beyond those of the reference year virtually impossible; and 
Manufacturer status, under which the enterprise undertook to achieve a 
minimum "domestic content", by weight, of 55 per cent by the end ot 
1969 and 70 per cent by the end of 1970. In this case, no quantitative restric- 
tion is applied to production and the manufacturer enjoys a refund ot 

indirect taxes (excise duty). 
In July 1968, 37 models produced in 14 plants by 15 manufacturers (4 Ame- 

rican, 9 European and 2 Japanese) out of the 35 operating in the Republic or 
South Africa had received the "S.A. Manufactured" stamp. These 37 models 
(in 106 variants) accounted for 90 per cent of sales in 1968. 

Most developing countries made regulations when they established motor 
vehicle industries, fixing the percentages of "domestic content" to be achieved 

bv specific dates. ....    in,„ /^ 
' Brazil required 95 per cent by weight to be achieved in 1960 (Decree 

No 39,412 of June 1956). This provision was met by all manufacturers, but at 
the expense of incurring an increase in costs whose adverse effects have not been 

overcome. _  , .     . 
In Chile, the Decree of 19 March 1962 specified 50 per cent in the case 

of cars and station wagons, 25 per cent in the case of light vans, jeeps, etc. 
In Argentina, the proportion is 94 per cent, and the maximum annual 

increase allowed in production volume is 5 per cent. For production of a new 
model the manufacturer is obliged to obtain a permit. 

In Mexico, the Diario oficial published a Decree on 25 August 1962, laying 
down conditions for Mcxicanization of the motor vehicle industry. It provided 
for 60 per cent "domestic content" in terms of direct cost by 31 December 1966. 
AH the enterprises achieved this target. The number of firms authorized to 
operate has been reduced in seven years from thirty to ten. The Ministry ot 
Industry fixes production and sales quotas every year for each enterprise. 

In Peru, the moderate terms of the Decree of January 1964 should be pointed 
out. The "domestic content" must reach a minimum of 30 per cent by the end 
of the fifth year of production. However, further decrees in May and June 196/ 
provided for credit restriction measures and an increase in customs duties in 
order to encourage assemblers to purchase locally produced accessories and to 

manufacture more components. f 

In Venezuela  i -.tututory order on 8 December 1965 by the Ministry of 
Finance and the Ministry of Development, laid down that "domestic content' 

must reach 60 per cent by weight by 1 January 1970. 
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I he Ciovcnimcnt of India has taken the strongest hue in this matter, deciding 
tli.it all collaboration with the foreign manufacturers involved in setting up 
existing enterprises must cease in 1<>7? both as to licensing agreements and the 
import or parts. It remains to be seen whether this decision can be applied when 
the time conies, unless many exceptions are made. 

According to a Chilean study relating to a low-cost medium-sized car, it 
is possible to reach 11 per cent by value "domestic content" without embarking 
on manufacture of the really vital units. 1 his figure would be made up as follows: 

I't-r trill 

Wheels and tires  44 
Windows  16 
Brake operating systems  |,2 
Upholstery     7 0 
Raw material for paint  2.9 
Radiator     j 9 
Small mechanical parts 

(gear-shift lever, etc.)  3,4 
Body accessories  45 

Total 27.0 

The study also show. I however, that the prices of components were much 
higher when manufactured in Chile than when produced by the original manu- 
facturer and shipped to a Chilean port. To achieve 30 per cent "domestic content" 
would involve making components whose prices averaged 300 per cent of the 
prices (before payment of any duties) of the corresponding imported articles; 
to achieve 40 per cent "domestic content" raises the average to 500 per cen 
of import pnces; and to achieve 50 per cent "domestic content" ra.se* the average 
to 650 per cent. w**cV- 

There arc many reasons why components of motor vehicles may cost so 
much more m a developing country than when manufactured in one of the 
major veh.cle-producmg countries. The mos, obvious one is the inability to use 
a low-cost htgh-volumc technology when supplying , sma|, m„|J „^ 

sole domestic manuiactuf. even ÎÜ£VnT•,,"£££ a" 

The shortage of techmail staff m<l skilled labour 

One of the major difficulties in ,l,c establishment and development of a 
n,oto, veh.de .ndustry even at the assembly stage, i, the sho„ £Ä 

«m io tnt fact that there were engineers, workshop 
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superintendents, foremen, skilled labourers ami mechanics on the spot, who 
simply changed the industry in which they worked, but were familiar with the 
disciplines of industrial production and were experienced in mechanical engineer- 
ing. 

It is indispensable that the international manufacturer should have sufficient 
confidence in the operation to send skilled staff to constitute the backbone of 
technical leadership in the new enterprise throughout the starting-up period 
(several years) and to train technical staff who are nationals of the developing 
countt y. 

It is desirable that the foreign staff should know the language of the country, 
but not indispensable. Experience has shown that knowledge of English and 
French makes it possible to work effectively during the several months needed 
to learn the language spoken in the country. 

Mutual trust Ihtweeii the foreign and doimstu manufacturers 

Although it cannot be measured and expressed in figures, the factor of 
mutual trust is also essential if constant friction is to be avoided between the 
foreign and domestic manufacturers collaborating in a given project. Inter- 
vention between the two parties by Government authorities if difficulties arise 
docs not always occur at a well-chosen time and can only make relations worse. 
The distribution of responsibilities for financial, technical, administrative and 
commercial matten should be clearly specified before joint activities begin, so 
that each party is aware of the scope of his commitments and the areas in which 
he should make decisions. He can then take appropriate action in good time. 

It is obvious that, for reasons of competence, the technical sphere should 
be reserved at the outset for the manufacturer who grants the licences and 
supplies SKD or CKD kits. He should be responsible for choosing local suppliers 
of accessories and for dealing with questions of quality. It is advisable that samples 
of accessories purchased locally, and even of parts manufactured by the domestic 
manufacturer himself, should be sent to the foreign manufacturer, so that his 
extensive technical facilities and experiei.ee may be used to check whether 
designs have been followed, as regards quality, materials used, dimensions and 
tolerances. 

Similarly, for psychological reasons, administration, relations with public 
authorities, personnel questions, commercial management should be reserved 
for nationals responsible to the national general manager. Their knowledge of 
the laws, customs, habits, people and language will enable them to avoid or 
find the best solution for the many conflicts which arise inevitably in such enter- 
prises, where the clash of interests may te exacerbated by national susceptibilities 
and sometimes even by racial feelings. 

It is desirable that in each sphere the manager and the deputy manager 
should belong to different parties. On the technical side the deputy can be trained 
to assume responsibility somewhat later, while on the financial side the deputy 
can act as adviser in order to avoid errors arising from lack of knowledge or 
inexperience. 
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There mus, be a relationship of trust between individuals at all levels of 
IK  hierarchy   between the leaders „f the two companies as well as bcTwc „ 

executives. Tins will no,. „ ,,„„„, be easy to achieve. The managers havTn" 
..nportan, role to play in establishing this atmosphere of trust and colera ion 
••bove all by the force of personal example. Trust a, the n.anageincn level  I   uld 

K oX ; o."hanf "ft]K "uK, s"cm iong-t"m *«&>• Th.s will : about only ,1 each party ,s certain, as a matter of personal conviction rather 
tan what „ vvmtcn ln t|w ,|u. orficr   J inlcnd eve,   ," 
le long term to cease collaborating and will no, reveal to anyone   even Kovcrn- 

ment authorities -the confidential information imparted 8 

It,« ooviously easier to create such relations when the foreign manufacturer 
par,,c,pa,cs d.recly ,„ the cap.tal of the enterprise, especially whcnX•, 
pn« . the majority shareholder and therefore a/point, ¿ chairmlfor     sdénrì 
ol ,he company and the managing director; but relations of this sort areTIble 

Mutilai misi Imiva, mmufatturm mä^nnrnmil „mlmiiks 

The above remarks apply also to relations between those who direr, A- 
enterprise and the officials of ministries or special bodies *t up» cü 
and supervise- ,l,c application of regulation! for the m„*r IhWc^du« rt 
Trust depends on reciprocal actions. The official must be ZoTT        V' 

Assisa 
reeulatinm  wL« , n y decisions in the context of existine 

the event of a slump for ,11 ,he ^ •«*«,ng the output and, in 
ofworkinghotiB or'f,„a,c it,? "'""f^"«* frying off staff, reduction 
of cash) wgh!ch ma"e!r a rCpCrcUSS,ons (-emulation of stocks and shortage 

which ¡svthTin IZtri^tllír "nÍVCrMl PrMCíÍp,ÍOn for d«eloPme„« 
Priorities are U^^^^ ^"^ "f P** ** 

12 Report of the ('nmmiVion un i..t        •     i , 
manAip „f L. li. Pearson by ^ZZ^^t?*0*1•" «? "P ""** thc *>"- 
flWHm '" 0«"l*P»•. Placier, New YcÄ?19» C¡a^^rt,oft and Development: 



Chapter 4 

ACTION PROGRAMME FOR THE MOTOR VEHICLE 
INDUSTRY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Introduction 

The analysis given in cl .pter 3 makes it possible to draw lessons from the 
experience of the past 20 years, for countries with a motor vehicle industry 
which has made a poor start and those—few in number, as wc have seen—which, 
during the Second Development Decade, could establish assembly plants or< 
proceed from assembly of SKD or CKD kits to incorporation of a moderate 
number of domestic products. 

In the first case, action should be taken to rectify the situation and re-establish 
normal operating conditions in the coming decade, from the points of view of 
both production cost and product quality. This is a difficult task. Enterprises 
have gained certain positions, sometimes they have been granted privileges. 
Mistakes have been made in assessing demand and the investment required. How- 
ever, it is better to take decisions in good time than to wait until financial diffi- 
culties or bankruptcy make it necessary to close plants abruptly, with the resulting 
social consequences. 

In the second case, experience gained elsewhere should make it possible 
to avoid gross errors, to shorten the period of hesitation in devising an action 
programme for the industry and to accelerate the starting-up phase of operations. 

In both cases, preliminary studies must be carried out by competent experts 
who are as independent as possible of the three parties involved—the government 
authorities, international manufacturers and domestic manufacturers—in order 
to achieve the objectivity indispensable for formulating valid recommendations. 
The final say must obviously rest with the government authorities, who must 
answer for the political consequences of the decisions to be taken and who arc 
best placed to judge their timeliness for the general development of the country. 

It is essential to avoid hasty decisions based on considerations of personal 
or national prestige and to make sure that the programme fits well into the 
general economic development of the country, with a wise order of priorities 
nnd means suited to the goal. 

It is fatal to try to tackle everything at once: automobiles, lorries, aircraft, 
machine tools, petroleum refineries, transistors, refrigerators ... It is not easy 
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to restrict one's programme to what is possible when everything tries out to be 
clone, including expansion of agricultural production to provide even the mini- 
mum food requirements of the population. 

Improvement of existing motor vehicle industries 

The industry stands in great need of improvement in many of the developing 
countries which now have assembly or production operations. The measures 
to be taken are discussed here under a number of heads. 

Reduction of the number of models manufactured 

All too often, the range of models manufactured is appropriate to the 
requirements of markets with much greater purchasing power than that of the 
country concerned since the vehicles were designed for those markets. In reducing 
the number of models, the following considerations should be taken into account 

The suitability of vehicles to the market and to local traffic conditions 
(climate, terrain, state of tracks and roads); 

The distribution of past sales, according to model, which provides some 
«nd.cat.on of customer acceptance. However, some reservations must be 
made, since different marketing action in the future can have substantial 
effects (prices, rebates, advertising, credit); 

The quality of production, which depends on the type of production equip- 
ment used and the quality of the technical staff and the labour force 
The level of costs, which depends on the same factors as quality and on 

Îo'bëCbo°r[mrgCmr ThC COSt °f thC VChidc in thc Pa• *« shod also be borne ,n mind as a pointer to any abnormal situation in the local 

mlnuT^Äi^.haCCOI,,,, *"* ¿"T r
CO"sid^tions'  ** «Merc* models manufactured in the country can be classified according to an order of priority. 

Reduction of'lw number of manufacturing companies 

theirt^llrí thC VarÌ0US mam,facturi»g «»"prises, with a view to reducing 
their „umber, ,t is necessary to investigate the following fhctors in the situate; 

Medium, and long-term possibilities in the domestic and export markets- 
1 he financial situation of each enterprise- 

cTmcrprt"fal and f",a"rial WOr,h °f Prod"cti°" "i'« ¡» *c various 

The- competence of managements and technical staffs' 

ZrH;^"KMi m"u60UKd- *"*«' —** <° the criteria 
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The degree or foreign participation in company capital; 
The actual cost levels achieved; 

The size and dynamism  of their commercial organizations (number of 
sales outlets, efficiency of service workshops). 

Concentration of which' production facilities 

Apart from any reduction in the number of enterprises, a concentración 
of the means of production should be devised which eliminates assembly lines 
producing only a few vehicles a day or even a week. In many countries different 
makes and competing models are already assembled in a single plant. This practice 
should be generalized. The following factors need to be taken into account: 

The size of plants, the machine tools and other equipment (in particular, 
painting lines) installed in them; 

The quality of this equipment (particularly its age) ; 

The employment situation in the area in the context of the demographic 
prospects and economic development; 

The skill of the local labour force and the facilities for retraining labour 
available in the relevant areas. Skilled handworkers or labourers who have 
worked in other industries arc easier to retrain for operations in the motor 
vehicle industry than, for example, agricultural workers; 
Communications facilities for labour, raw materials and accessories; 
Facilities for the supply of power, water and gas; 
The wage level of local labour; 

The attitudes of local labour (aggressiveness or moderation of trade unions); 
Possibilities of expansion (area of sites compared with floor area of existing 
plants, available manpower); 

Despatch facilities (geographical location, access roads, railway connexion, 
port area). 

Having examined these factors, experts will have to prepare comprehensive 
proposals for reducing the number of models, production and assembly facilities 
and manufacturing companies. They should suggest various combinations in 
order to facilitate negotiations among the company managements and eventual 
arbitration by government authorities if there appears to be no prospect that 
these managements will reach an amicable solution. 

Standard'zation of equipment and accessories 

A similai exercise must be carried out in regard to the production of equip 
ment and accessories, limiting the number of models in order to reduce prie 
and improve quality. 

P- 
•es 
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I" m.m\ L.scs. thev a., no national standards for any domestically inanu- 
actured products and government autliont.es (in principle, the Ministry „f 

Industry) must take actio., to make it possible to standardize equipment and 
accessories lor motor vehicles. The best solution is to set un a national standards 
body responsible for all standardization, with technical committees for individu,! 
industries, i•* 

Í .king as a basis the recommendations issued by the International Onjanizi- 
t.on .or Standardization (ISO), which may be too rigorous tor the developing 
country concerned to adopt without modification at the outset, national standards 
should be formulated for mechanical components (screw,, nuts, bolts, bearings 

dÍns   etcT" n"B to,craIlcos and ior «materials (steels, copper alloys, light 

On the basis of these national standards and government regulations fol- 
lie construction and use of motor vehicles, national standards can be established 

tor the various accessories and items of equipment used in the manufacture of 
vehicles,   uniting the number of models in the light of the range of vehicle 
models already deeded according to the considerations stated above 

The regulations just mentioned, if they are not already in existence, must 
be promulgated by the government authorities in order to promote road safety 
and protect the rights of third parties. They deal with such matters as the officie y 
of braking and hghting systems, levels of air pollution and noise emission, sup- 
pression of radio interference. P 

Here   too, there are mtcrnational regulations which may be adopted as 
they stand or subject to minor alterations to allow for local conditions   fo 
example, the maximum axle load for CV must take into account th Tcngd 
of bridges m the country. » ' 

voh J'"' f7""U,ion •"'s,a,,dlr* »'«» I» done- in collaborano,, wirf, motor 
«fade and accessory mam, ac.urcrs, since the reduction m the „umber of 
models for „,,e „em generally involves modifying other iteras. In orde » 
standard« generators for example, the ratio between crankshaft r.o m and 
generator r.p.m and hence the dianutcr of the drive pulleys and the L«h 

:ïït:ïi tü Y t"gCd "e WnK "^ >» Cueing.he „  X 

Stanfords should be established for the following items- 

Electrical  system:  dynamos  and alternators,  starters,  ignition coils and 

mints, fuel gauges, spark plugs, windscreen wipers, switches- 

Fuel system: fuel pumps, fuel filters, air filters, carburettors 'feed mmins 
injection pumps, injection nobles and nozzle holders- P     P ' 

^ASí^ to»• «„aspects, Mouo- 1       "' ,Nat»°»s publication, Sales No.: 69.H.B.39, Vol. 12). 
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"Wheels and tires; 

Suspension and steering system:  in  particular, shock absorbers and  b,|| 
JOüUs; 

Braking system: bn,ke drums and discs, pumps, tanks, filters, brake lining 
pipes and pipe connexions, cables; 

Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning equipment; 

Body accessories: hinges, locks, window winders, roof lights, sun visors. 

The reduction in the number of models of equipment items and accessor.es 
described above should wkc into account the following factors: 

The volume of demand for particular items from various vehicle manu- 
facturers; 

Technical possibilities of the assembly lines; 

The quality and capacity of existing production facilities for equipment 
and accessories; r 

Units costs; 

The quality of the design of the accessory, as measured by its suitability 
to do its job. ; 

This reduction in variety should never result in a price increase, but always 
in a decrease even when the manufacturer is compelled to use a size larger 
than the one he originally specified. The greater production volume of each 
of a limited number of models should make this possible. 

Concentration of production facilities for equipment and accessories 

Equipment and accessory manufacturers have proliferated even more extra- 
vagantly than vehicle manufacturers, under the influence of the very diverse 
c mands of international vehicle manufacturers. The latter have tended to insist 
on the use of the models of equipment and accessories they use domestically 
m order to limit adaptation work and the risk of trouble arising from the fitment 
of products with which they were unfamiliar. The insistence on achieving an 
unreasonably high proportion of domestic content in the vehicle has had the 
same effect. As a result, locally manufactured equipment and accessories arc 
often produced with cottage-industry facilities. Product quality is often mediocre 
and sometimes even unacceptable. 

Energetic efforts should be made to bring about concentration in this field, 
following the same principles as for the concentration of facilities for vehicle 
production. The task will be even more difficult in this case, however, owing 
to the large amount of detail involved and the inevitable resistance of vehicle 
manufacturers when obliged to introduce modifications and change suppliers 
The government authorities should give total support to the experts, and the 
investigations prior to taking decisions should be carried out with the greatest 
care and complete independence. 
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Svri'icc organization 

After-sales service consists of vehicle maintenance, supply of spare parts 
and repa.r of worn or damaged equipment. What the manufacturer offers his 
customers under this heading is often very badly organized and sometimes 
even totally non-existent. 

To function properly and for the sake of its reputation, the whole industry 
must pay special attention to these matters in order to ensure the normal degree 
of utilization of vehicles at moderate cost. 

The international manufacturers should be asked to give the benefit of their 
experience in this matter and their advice should be followed with care. 

Workshops for maintenance and repair should be distributed throughout 
the country in a sufficiently dense network so that customers can have recourse 
to them without too much difficulty and without travelling long distances It is 
better not to sell in , particular area than to leave vehicles without service work- 
shops. However, the organization of these workshops raises a certain number 
of problems. 

Regular courses should be introduced to instruct technicians and operatives 
how to run a workshop correctly. This is especially necessary where, as often 
happens, the persons concerned have had no formal vocational training and 
have learnt what they know by working in a garage with men who have fhem- 
sclvcs received little training. 

Instruction booklets n, the local language and within the grasp of such 
people should be prepared by suitably qualified staff, who are themselves difficult 
to recruit.  Any modification of equipment, even of secondary importance, 

be ex^b,Cned0,mC   ^ ^ " "^ ^ 0n mdctin* ^ Pa"S shou,d 

The workshop should be properly equipped with general-purpose equip- 
ment such as hoist», air compressors, washing and lubricating apparatus and 
also with special tooling designed by the vehicle manufactL/to editate 
removal of worn parts and reassembly. 

Lastly, in order to limit the cost of maintenance and repair, the vehicle 
manufacturer should supply a list of commonly occurring jobs statinTtt 
time normally required to perform the work correctly, broken down if necessary 
into elementary operations. necessary 

An effective supply of spare parts is more difficult to organize, the larger 
the number of vehicle models. This question is one of the majofcause rffiSE 
between customer and garage operator and also between garageTJator and 
manufacturer. Parts are often out of stock locally and ITL£Z*£ 
believe, he is charged too high a price for them, without realizing thTpacE 
transport and storage all cause increases in costs. 8        P        g' 

Where parts are purchased outside the country, the importer must be able 

ilrirrauthor,tics grantin*thc -~ » •«*• • ***£ 
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The matter is particularly serious For old vehicle, which went out of pro- 
duction more than fifteen years ago, because the international manufacturers 
no longer consider themselves bound to provide spare parts in such cases. 

Depending on the importance of the worn-out parts, the vehicle must be 
scrapped or local manufacture organized (providing the number of vehicles in 
service warrants it and local means permit). There are Latin American countries 
where vehicles more than thirty years old are still in service, although repairs 
cost more than is warranted by the services the vehicles render. It is an economic 
and a political necessity to reduce the average age of the vehicles in use. 

For parts in current domestic production, there should be no problem so 
long as the manufacturer includes spare parts in his manufacturing programmes 
and does not consider as is sometimes the case-the sale of spare parts as a way 
or disposing of manufacturing rejects. Even so, these parts must be available 
at the right place at the right time. Depending upon the size of the country, 
this can raise problems of holding stocks on an area, in addition to a national! 
basis and of rapid transport. 

The price of spare parts for both ca-s and CV should be as finely calculated 
as possible in order to make utilization of the vehicle economical. This is a 
question of crucial importance. Motor vehicle traffic will develop only if user! 
can meet the necessary costs out of their normal budgets and if motor vehicle 
transport can compete with transport by rail or water. The costs of maintenance 
and repair, and hence of spare parts, should be supervised. The customer should 
not be treated by both the manufacturer and the concession-holder-as is too 
often the case—as a '"milch cow" in regard to service. 

There is no problem, while mass production is continuing or in the years 
following the discontinuation o( production of a model, provided sufficient 
quantities of the parts have been put into stock. It must be borne in mind, how- 
ever, that the capital tied up in these stockpiles must be remunerated, that the 
cost of maintenance normally increases as the vehicle grows older-and that a 
vehicle generally requires spare parts. 

The problem of distribution is not a simple one if spare parts arc to be 
immediately available when required. This means that the repair workshop 
must have them in stock, which raises stockpiling and financing problems, or 
else be able to obtain them without delay from an area or national warehouse, 
which raises problems of warehouse organization and rapid transport. 

Solutions exist. They must be applied, taking advantage of the experience 
of specialists in this field. Each international vehicle manufacturer has his own 
ideas and a set of measures to meet various situations, from the small warehouse 
in each locality to computer-controlled operations of spare-parts provisioning 
and distribution. 

Creation of a new motor vehicle industry 

In many ways it is simpler to use the experience gained in the last twenty 
years when creating a new industry than when seeking to improve one that 
has run into difficulties. The government authorities should decide to establish 
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a motor vehicle industry only after carrying out a thorough market survey 
something which has not always been done in the past. They should then decide 
how much capital can be devoted to this purpose, in the light of available capital 
resources and other priority investments. 

After these preliminary decisions, it is necessary to determine the order 
in which the programme should be carried out. The Government should fix 
medium- and long-term goals by a specific and clear decision, for example 
to meet all requirements in certain categories within .v years by assembly of 
GKD kits and to incorporate M°0 "domestic content" within y years. 

Motor vehicles priorities 

The Government must also decide the order of priorities for production 
of motor vehicles between cars, light CV, heavy CV, PSV and farm tractors 
Everything cannot be done simultaneously and the best solution is not obvious 
a priori: it depends on many fa tors which only a thorough study can evaluate 

At the Karlovy Vary Seminar to which reference has been made, some 
experts advocated beginning by the assembly of heavy CV. Simply because this 
order of priorities was successful in japan and Spain, that is no reason why it 
should be the most suitable everywhere. A glance at the forecast new registrations 
shown in tables 4 to 8 suggests the contrary. There must be a domestic market 
large enough to provide economic justification for this order of priorities and 
this means a large population, wide geographical dispersion of industrial pro- 
duction, inadequate other means of transport and high freight costs when CV 
are imported complete by the country concerned. 

Other experts attending the Seminar advocated the assembly of low-cost 
vehicles capable of carrying passengers and light non-bulky loads simultaneously 
in order to speed up the transport of health service personnel and those engaged 
in industry and trade, thereby promoting general economic development 

In fact, the choice of priorities will be as much political as economic, de- 

Ä will    P    Tíy °f thC PO,itiCaI SyStCm-In a Centra,,y Planncd «"»my. priority will generally be given to heavy lorries and collective passenger tran£ 
port. In other countries, pnonty may often be given to private means of passenger 
transport. The cho.ee w II be facilitated if a national development planta  been 

Í7di«PW '   1° Car,yT d0Wn Pri0rit¡es for the Various «"•• oLc economy and distributes the available investment resources among them. Y 

The number of models in each vehicle category 

In deciding how many models to produce, motor vehicles may with ad- 
vantage be grouped into the following categories: Y 

Cars, „undivided according to cylinder capacity and body types 
Vans 7 r 

Light goods vehicles (carrying capacity less than 2 tons) 

Medium goods vehicles (carrying capacity 2   5 tons) 
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Heavy goods vehicles (carrying capacity from 5 tons to the maximum 
permitted) 

Road tractors and semi-trailers 

Tipper lorries for building and construction work 
Cross-country vehicles, 4x4 and 6x6 

Buses and coaches subdivided according to number of scats 

The aim should be to keep the number of models as small as possible, and 
the initial selection will be made in the light of market requirements and the 
development plan, if any. In the case of CV and PSV, it is important to prescribe 
the maximum number of engine models that may be used. Vans and light goods 
vehicles can be equipped with car engines of appropriate cylinder capacity. 

The idea of assembling all types of vehicles ought to be discarded from 
the outset; very specialized types such as 4x4 and 6x6 vehicles for building and 
construction work should be imported complete. 

The requirements of the armed forces should also be taken into considera- 
tion from the outset, in order to avoid having subsequently to add special vehicles 
for their use. The Government may have to arbitrate firmly on this point, for 
military leaders tend to ask for special vehicles even for uses where ordinary 
goods vehicles arc quite suitable. 

The number of motor vehicle producers 

We have seen that the proliferation of production facilities is a major cause 
of high-cost levels and mediocre quality. A minimum size of plant should be 
determined for each category on the basis of local economic conditions. No 
general rule can be laid down. In the United States, the figure is 800 vehicles 
a day for car-assembly plants, while in Europe it is 200. Rather higher figures 
apply to plants with manufacturing operations-250,000 units a year in the 
United States, 50,000 in Europe. In the manufacture of CV, we find a minimum 
size of 20,000 units a year in the United States and 3,000 tt 20,000, depending 
on carrying capacity, in Europe. 

Once the minimum size of the production facilities has been determined, 
the number of enterprises will be fixed according to the size of the market. 
In order to maintain some degree of competition, it can be agreed that there 
shall be at least two enterprises producing cars, but for CV one enterprise may 
have to suffice in most countries. 

In the case of assembly plants, it will be useful to group different models 
| and even different makes in a single enterprise in order to make maximum use 
i of the capacity of painting lines. These installations, if they meet quality standards, 
I arc very costly. 

| The regulations governino the incorporation of domestic products 

i Experience has shown that caution is to be counselled in framing the regu- 
| lations about achieving "domestic content", if acceptable cost prices and quality 
| arc to be achieved (see chapter 3). Formulae as flexible as those adopted by 
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Australia  and the Republic of South Africa are possible only in markets of 
more than  150,000 vehicles a year. 

The basiv on which the percentage of "domestic content" is to be calculated 
must first be defined, [here an several possibilities. 

(a) 1 he weight of parts, equipment and accessories manufactured domes- 
tically, compared with total vehicle weight; 

(b) Using the price levels ruling at the foreign producing factors-, both 
for the complete vehicle and for individual items in a CK1) kit a similar 
comparison in terms of value; 

(c) As tor (b), but adding to the foreign price levels the on-costs of delivery 
to the local assembly plant; 

(à) A comparison in terms of value, based entirely on cost levels at the 
local assembly plant. 

The approach in {à)\s too complex an,' requires local accounting arrange- 

ai It Tc magniiut-As bctwccn {h> and ^ «should be ""»*«* ** (c) has the» advantage of taking into account the costs of packing, freight, insurance 
customs Hut.es and transport from port of entry. TlJsimpL, and  hat vTch 

Tp^r t0 tCbaCC' ÌS thC f,rSt aPJ)r0ach- *»•«»*« to settle any 
The choice should lie. in most cases, between (a) and (c), but once it 1MS 

been made ,t should not be modified, for that would cans   tr^sXupt o 
to operations and necessitate a fresh review of the plans prepared by the donÏÏfc 
and international mamila,-rurers for the whole project 

should llTCtTTS,0f/,0m?C CO,UCnt" and rimc liniits ^   Sieving them 
1 ou Id be decided only after a thorough study on the spot of existing industriali- 

»tion. investment possibilities in each sector, the dfcet of distance from the 
foreign producing factory and other factors examined in chapter 3 

eo„rIr';rC 7. man>' ^T t0 SolvC ,n CXCCcdin8 cvc« Sllch a low "domestic 
entent   as 15 per cent, for this implies the existence or creation of plants manu- 

facturing glass, tires, textiles, batteries and paints P 

J,nÎ7 ** tin* lim>* ^u\d be studied with care. In actual fact, the 
whole plan for the industrialization of the country is affected. If there is a devel- 
opment plan, ,t can provide guidance. If the cuestión is left to privat i^tuve 
alone   the time limits must be lengthened and Government aTorit ë   mus 

ÍS£.Ü S,ng atmude aboi,t thc datcs bein* - *• *- -«-- 
Tdome^c mlftr gC '" ""^ ^T"* thc pr°CCSS; thc ^elopment 
lit??- Unng °Pcrat,ons should be harmonized with thc avail- 

Incentives to entrepreneurs 

take many fonm. aVOKl <,,scoll"Kl"g than. They may 
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Perhaps the commonest incentives are those which impose customs restric- 
tions on the import of finished vehicles. There can be total prohibition from a 
specific date, related to the start of assembly operations. There can be quotas 
tor imports of models that compete with those to be produced locally. In this 
case, the regulation can be brought into effect before local assembly starts in 
order to build up an order book, an exception being made for urgent require- 
ments. Differential customs duties arc often adopted -high for vehicles imported 
complete and low for CKD kits in order to encourage customers to "buy 
national". The rate of duty on complete vehicles must be very high, however, 
since many customers will not hesitate to pay a high price for an imported 
vehicle, given the choice, out of fear that a locally manufactured vehicle will 
be of poor quality, in particular as regards painting and finish. 

The Government may grant reductions or remissions, for a limited period, 
of the taxes and duties normally paid on investments and trading profits, and 
of the cost of trading licences and various local taxes. The approaches arc many 
and obviously depend on the tax system in the country concerned. It would 
be unsound to allow such measures to constitute a permanent privilege; they 
should be conceived as temporary assistance for a few years when thè new 
industry starts up and is therefore financially weak. 

In the context of its general industrialization policy, the Government may 
try to attract industrialists by means of a subsidy to areas where they would 
not otherwise locate owing to the geographical situation, the climate or diffi- 
culties of access. 

Specially reduced rates may be offered for the transport of raw materials 
and the assembled vehicles, with the same object as the location subsidy men- 
tioned in the preceding paragraph. This kind of measure must be permanent, 
however, and this raises matters of general policy which must be carefully 
weighed before taking a decision. Inevitably, a similar concession will have to 
be granted to other industries. The effects on transport companies, even if state- 
owned, may have to be compensated. 

State participation in company capital, cither directly or through a State- 
bank or Government body, may be regarded as an incentive. Here again, general 
policy issues arise. Centrally planned economies generally insist on such parti- 
cipation, which has the advantage of making it possible to supervise the enter- 
prise from within (by placing civil servants in key managerial posts), but also 
disadvantages: the State shares responsibility for management and inevitably 
favours the enterprise in some cases of dispute. The situation is tolerable only 
if the State holds the same percentage of equity in all the various enterprises 
established in the motor vehicle industry. 

Placing vehicle orders for the army and civil agencies of government 
provides further opportunities to assist the new enterprise technically and finan- 
cially in its starting-up period. Wherever possible, the orders should be pro- 
grammed for delivery over several years. This measure, which appears obvious, 
is often not taken because the individualism of some agencies causes them to 
insist on their freedom of choice regarding the equipment they use. 
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IT. dm- cou«. when the costs „f domestically-produced vehicles luve 
become „early con,pc„„vc internationally, ,l,c «mìnimi» cm aid vZ, 
by rcn„„,„g cert.,,,, taxes which euer i,„„ cos,, Examples of this arc    c Z 

!ää : iÄ,y °"-J* -" "•l * * «ä 
A¡? ¿ss: :=£ z:;xt z;^ 
on ,he bait ,S Pa"' by ,mMlmC",S' •""' ",C "* rf »«« '"»-ffd 

It is easy ,„ imagine that there will be few or even no purchases on credit 
at first bu, they will be necessary as the market expands. 

Negotiation of regional co-operation agreements 

The example to quote in this regard is the agreement of Ma v  ESS> 

Limitation of the number of vehicle models and units- 

Limitation of the „umber of assembly lines and manufacturing enterprises; 

Standardízate of accessories, equipment and parts produced 

^ c^ratg cZ,riCesdmKrCC ""~ °f "'"— ^ *» «— 

fcciingfm?„7^ivrc
brä s d,tult, v° co,,cl,udc si,Kc •—-• dirt«•, P^j^^^ss^tsn^* «-* 

pom,! co r:„ t;jizLazfor such 'f n. • «» h- <*• 
forecast for the end'of this decade '"g °" "* '^ °f "CW K^'«^ 

howt:;Xrwtu.dttoLT rcligr anfis,°r* ** «* - « 
¡» even a slight pmLSv of « '" '"'^ thcX »8'«•"« If there 
very early ISftíl^ «<g°«*ions should be undertaken « a 

have already be „   ré c" bv seZ» ""^ dÌlScU" Whcn VCS,cd *"«- y created by setting up cntcrpnses in certain of the countries 
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Supervisory agency 

The establishment is advisable of a special body under the Ministry of" 
Industry or the Development Planning Hoard to prepare and implement' the 
development of this industry. The function of this body would be to achieve 
co-ordination and continuity of action by government authorities. In particular, 
it would be responsible for preparing, in co-operation with the industrialists 
concerned, regulations which limit the number of models and enterprises, fix 
the percentages of "national content" and time limits for reaching them, grant 
incentives to the industry and ensure the standardization of equipment and 
accessories. It would also, where appropriate, negotiate regional co-operation 
agreements and assistance from international banks. 

The choice of vehicle models 

The fact that the number of models must be strictly limited only serves 
to render more complex the technical problems raised by the need to make 
a choice. 

The technical conditions to be fulfilled will have to be specified-maximum 
speed, carrying capacity, minimum acceleration, cost price, durability, maximum 
hicl consumption. However, the choice of the models themselves should be 
left to the entrepreneurs, so that they arc fully responsible in the subsequent 
development of the industry. 

Once these conditions have been laid down, account will also have to be 
taken of local conditions, of which the following are the most significant: 

The contours of the country, its average altitude and the steepness of the 
gradients frequently encountered -particularly important for heavy CV; 
The extent and condition of the road network. Where there is virtually 
no road system, as in certain countries of Africa or Asia, priority may be 
given to cross-country vehicles, such as jeeps for passenger transport and 
4x4 or 6x6 for CV; 

Limits on size or weight on account of existing road facilities (tunnel sizes, 
maximum loads of bridges, width of mountain roads and river ferries); 
Annual minimum and maximum temperatures, which influence the speci- 
fication of electrical equipment (starting the engine, temperature control of 
the passenger compartment in all seasons, as well as engine cooling); 
The amount and kind of dust in the air depending on the state of the roads, 
prevalence of »and storms etc. ; 

Risk of corrosion from atmospheric or snow conditions or passage through 
river fords. 

Conditions of use must be specified for \\ types of vehicle and in particular 
H»r heavy CV and PSV, since the quality of drivers available may in these cases 
influence the choice of model. The conditions of use may vary between the city, 
suburban areas and the countryside as well as between express highways, roads, 
tracks and cress-country transit. 
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Ex stmg production fau mos should be taken into account when considering 
the bodywork of the models proposed. In the developed countries, the bodies 
of cars and the cabs of CV are a subject of competition as regards style  The 

'TA ?   \ ,S-t0 COmpliCati ShapCS WÌth0l,t n,WtinS a"y actional requir - num. A developing country does not need cars in the latest fashions of Detroit 
or Turm. Even Detroit seems to be awakening to the realization that frequent 
model changes do not serve any real purpose ami often result in a price rise 
of up to $1,(XM) per vehicle sold. P        "* 

These sophisticated lines complicate fabricating problems, require costly 
stamp.ng tools sheet metal of very high quality and windscreens and rear window 
of complicated shapes. Production experts must speak up at this stage to elimini 
node s which, while embodying all the quaht.es required, would pose    o In 

that arc economically insoluble under current conditions. 

The prices and qualities of the fuels and lubricants generally on sale throud, 
out the country can influence the choice of models'eliminaLg 1Í^t 
require high-octane fuels or have too high a fuel consumption. 

Possibilities of export to neighbouring countries should be taken into account 
if economic conditions permit, in order to allow for a larger market wfcZ 
creating new models or even, if possible, variants that complice iTZ 
programmes and always increase the size of the stocks to be financed 

,lr^,Sh0rt '''Vu t0 K; draWn "P for °ach modd' consisting of three or four 
w kernet fr" ° ^ "f^h appear to comply most ckSj 
with requirements. Competitive road endurance tests will then be undertaken 

be ranked in order of „iorirv T I I condiliom. The remainder can 

can be concludedi bcSwSTST'jL• ° y " *T "*?' logÍCa"y' that con,rac,s 
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Domestic legislation may. for example, specify the size of number plates 
or require the installation of an anti-theft device. Such modifications should 
be limited in number and importance if, as recommended above, the national 
regulations for vehicle construction and use are in line with those ¡aid down 
by international bodies. 

Modifications to meet special local operating conditions will be determined 
by the international manufacturer's experts, following the studies and tests 
carried out. Their thorough knowledge of the vehicle and its possibilities will 
enable them to determine whether the original electrical layout should be changed 
by increasing the storage capacity of the battery or the power of the dynamo 
or alternator; whether a fincr-mcsh air-filter element should be fitted; whether 
the compression ratio of the engine should be changed in order to make the 
best use of the fuel on sale in the country, and so on. 

It is a general requirement that the markings on the instrument board and 
the various maintenance plates should be in the language of tho country, .>;ul 
that the readings on measuring instruments (speedometer, mileage indicator, 
fuel, oil-pressure and water-tempcrature gauges) should be in the system used 
in the country concerned (units of length, capacity, temperature, pressure). 

When modifications arc introduced by the international manufacturer in 
the course of production the question is much more complex. Such modifications 
often pose problems for the domestic manufacturing enterprise and constantly 
give rise to conflicts among the various branches of its management. The out- 
ward appearance of the vehicle may be alt-red, in which case the modifications 
raise questions of marketing of stocks, depreciation of earlier models and pricing 
of second-hand vehicles. 

Equally serious in their consequences, although invisible, are modifications 
affecting the interchangeability of mechanical parts. They raise questions re- 
garding the stocking of spare parts at the factory and in the spare-parts warehouses 
of concession-holders and agents. There is also the problem of identifying the 
vehicles in use with the old or new design of mechanical part, for purposes of 
service maintenance. 

Dealing with these matters complicates internal administration and results 
in the distribution of technical bulletins throughout the sales and service net- 
work, changes in production and inspection equipment and higher stocks of 
spare parts at all levels. These modifications are a fruitful cause of error in deliv- 
eries and lead inevitably to an increase in cost price. 

Every management division is capable of causing the introduction of modi- 
fications. The commercial division may request them on marketing grounds, 
in order to compete better and encourage customers to change cars. They may 
aflcct the external shape of the body (wings, decorative radiator grills) or the 
interior fittings (instrument panel, floor mats, upholstery); or they may improve 
performance. 

The service division, on the basis of field experience, requests improvements 
in safety (road holding, strength or wear of front and rear axles, tire wear, 
brake reliability and  wear, locks) or in endurance (engine, transmission and 
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Standardization and concentration of production facilities 
for equipment and    cessories 

Standardization and concentration of production have been discussed in 
relation to the improvement of existing motor vehicle industries. The remarks 
apply with equal force when setting up a new industry. It is essential that this 
work should be undertaken as soon as possible. If the incorporation of domestic ally 
manufactured equipment and accessories is to take place in the fairly near future, 
the task is one of the most urgent. 

The government authorities should adopt just as strict approach to concen- 
tration of production in regard to equipment items and accessories as in regard 
to the vehicle as a whole, since their cost represents up to 30 per cent of total 
vehicle costs and customer opinion is more influenced by their quality than that 
of the basic elements of the vehicle. 

Commercial organization 

As a rule, there is no lack in the developing countries of persons wishing 
to engage in trade. Nevertheless, specialists capable cf correctly conducting 
sales and services activities for motor vehicles arc in just as short supply 
as technicians. When selling a carpet or horse, the object may simply be to 
convince the customer that he is getting a good bargain, to hand over the item 
to him and disappear to other parts. The motor vehicle manufacturer must 
strive to provide the customer with a high-quality product, to maintain it and 
if necessary repair it, always at the lowest possible price in order to encourage 
him to remain true to the make concerned. The long-term survival of the enter- 
prise can be ensured only on this basis. 

The vehicle salesman should be the customer's permanent adviser and play 
the part that the family doctor plays as regards the family's health. To fulfil 
this essential task, he should have both technical and commercial ability. He 
must know what the vehicle can and cannot do, not exaggerating, to extract an 
order, and must be able to advise on proper operation of the vehicle, maintenance 
and repair. 

The distribution of sales and service agencies should be thoroughly studied 
to ensure that it covers the whole territory, but not to excess, since each conces- 
sionaire should be allotted a large enough market for him to earn a decent living 
while receiving a reasonable rate of commission. 

The experience of international manufacturers can be of great value in 
establishing a reliable network which will be capable, once the easy, favoured 
years arc past, of selling the company's production, year in, year out. Their 
commercial experience, in fact, is likely to be as valuable as their knowledge 
of production engineering. 

The remarks made about organizing after-sales service in existing motor 
vehicle industries apply with equal force to the creation of a new industry. 
After-sales service should be organized at the same time as the sales network. 
The investment required for this purpose should not be overlooked in listing 
heads of expenditure when beginning to study the project. 
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Trainimi of managers and technical personnel 

There is no doubt that personnel training is one of the most complex aspects, 
and perhaps the most difficult to deal with, of establishing a motor vehicle industry. 
Ihis is particularly true in countries where, despite efforts already made, the 
illiteracy rate remains high and the level of general education very low. The 
industry cannot operate without professional engineers, good technicians and 
draughtsmen, and skilled workers such as mechanics, repairmen, fitters, operators 
of lathes, milling and boring machines, and painters, especially if the incorpora- 
tion of domestically manufactured products is to be expanded. Even unskilled 
labour should know how to read, write and count and be able to work neatly 
and accurately. 

Therefore, technical education must be promoted quickly- and not only 
for the motor vehicle industry, but for all industrial sectors. It needs to be done 
at three levels: primary, to train apprentices in various skills; secondary, to train 
draughtsmen and technicians for manufacturing, methods engineering, assembly, 
testing and after-sales service, likewise foremen and shop superintendents; higher, 
to train professional engineers, heads of divisions and managers for technical, 
commercial, administrative and financial departments. 

Basic instruction can be imparted by public institutions or else private 
institutions established and conducted by th.- industry. It must be essentially 
practical in purpose and not simply a copy of programmes developed in indus- 
trially advanced countries, which now show a tendency to be too theoretical 
and general. The need is to train realists who know how to put their hands to 
the service of their brains and arc able to carry out limited and specific tasks 
with precision and discipline. 

Specialized and advanced training can then easily be added at the enter- 
prises. The foreign experts temporarily seconded by international manufacturers 
can act as teachers and instructors, or other foreign personnel may be brought 
in for this specific purpose. 

The success of the Japanese and Spanish motor vehicle industries is due 
above all to the fact that in both countries an organized educational system already 
existed at all levels and manufacturers had no difficulty in recruiting skilled staff 
for all posts. 

The Government will have to allocate for the training programme the 
investment credits necessary to build schools and universities, and make provision 
in its budget for the recurrent costs involved m their proper operation. In order 
to gain time, most Governments will have little alternative to recruiting in the 
developed countries good teachers of general and, above all, technical subjects. 

Promotion of supply industries with high standards of quality 

Both vehicle manufacturers and firms producing equipment, accessories 
and parts for vehicles require high-quality materials. High percentages of 
"domestic content" cannot be achieved until domestic suppliers of materials 
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litéis and lubricants 

International standards for fuels and lubricating oils must obviously be 
respected. If these products are imported there is no problem, for the major 
suppliers easily conform to these standards. If there arc domestic refineries the 
(.overnmem will have to make sure by means of frequent checks that they 
observe these standards, particularly as regards octane number, sulphur content 
and the distillation curve. Vehicle performance and facility of use depend on 
this, particularly in extreme climates. 

Storage installations and transport arrangements should be supervised to 
avoid the introduction of water and foreign bodies and to prevent evaporation 
which, in tropical countries, modifies fuel characteristics. 

The role of the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organisation (UNIDO) 

UNIDO is able to provide expert assistance and advice to governments 
and industriali« of the developing countries at all stages in the establishment 
and development of a motor vehicle industry. Those stages arc singled out for 

S>lcnCIUl0n        at WhÌCh SUCh intemati0nal assistancc » likely to be especially 

Economic survey of the medium- and long-term motor vehicle market 

We have seen that, before deciding to establish a motor vehicle industry 
it is indispensable to make a long-term projection of the demand for cars, CV 
and PSV. A survey on the spot by experts will assess not only the probable 
evolution of new registrations but also the size of the investments which would 
have to be made under different alternatives of assembly or manufacture the 
approximate vehicle cost prices which would result from these various alter- 
natives and the expected savings in foreign exchange. 

The motor vehicle industry supervisory agency 

UNIDO can provide consultants to assist national civil servants in establish- 
ing the supervisory agency recommended in this chapter. They can pass on the 
experience already acquired by similar agencies in other countries and train 
these civil servants for their functions. 

Consultants can prepare for the supervisory agency an accurate and objective 
inventory of existing resources and facilities in the various industrial branches 
concerned, namely, metallurgy, iron and steel making, chemicals, electricity 
generation, precision engineering and sheet metal working. They can follow 
this up by collaborating with the officials of the agency to define the programme 
for vehicle and accessory manufacture, in detailed terms of the number of models 
and the technical performance. 

UNIDO can provide the consultants to advise the officials in charge of the 
agency concerning all these matters. 
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Choke of which' models for production 

The collaboration of UNIDO experts is particularly important in the 
performance and endurance tests of the vehicles proposed for manufacture 
Owing to the complexity of the problem there is need of advice from highly 
experienced and completely independent consultants to devise, direct and evaluate 
such tests. 

Wootitition of contracts with international manufacturers 

Experts made available by UNIDO can perform a useful function by 
informing those who negotiate contracts with international manufacturers of 
experience in similar cases already studied in other countries and by sharing 
with them their knowledge of international jurisprudence in the matter. 

Preparation of the operating plan 

The plan of operations for a new factory should be studied in the fullest 
detail in order to avoid loss of time and unnecessary expense. The technical 
economic, commercial and financial aspects can be examined by specialists in 
these fields. r 

It is clear that, in all these studies on which plans for action arc based the 
assistance of UNIDO experts can inject not only the competence and experience 
of well-informed persons, hut an impartiality and independence of view which 
will prevent those responsible from taking hasty or ill-prepared decisions. To 
have maximum effect, the collaboration of outside experts should not be episodic 
but should be spread over a period sufficiently long to enable them to see how 
the plan is progressing and intervene to correct initial errors of judgement-or 
even to modify the whole plan if an unforeseeable development sufficiently 
alters the situation. r y 
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FURTHER NOTES ON THE FORECAST OF 
DEMAND IN 1980 

Population and GNP forecasts for 1980 

The average annual growth rate of population between 1957 1959 and 
1964-1966 has been applied to the 1968 data for each country in order to arrive 
at the population forecasts for 1980. The GNP forecasts have also been made 
with 1968 as the base year but two alternative assumptions have been adopted. 
In alternative A it is assumed that the average annual growth rate of GNP be- 
tween 1957-1959 and 1964-1966 will be maintained until 1980. 

Alternative B assumes an annual rate of growth of GNP of 6 per cent for 
each developing country under consideration, except that the forecast in altern- 
ative A is retained where it assumes more than 6 per cent. For the bulk of the 
developing countries, alternative B implies a significantly higher growth rate- 
ine alternative forecasts A and B may be regarded as low and high estimates! 
respectively, albeit with some reservations. 

The conversion of GNP data from national currency into US dollars presents 
considerable difficulty in certain cases. Whenever possible, the exchange rates 
given in the United Nations' Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics for 1968, 
Vol. II, pages 54-65, have been used. 

In view of the reservations made on page 66 of the above publication the 
GNP and per capita GNP figures for different countries cannot be closely com- 
pared, but this does not invalidate the use of the method to forecast the situation 
in 1980, country by country. 

Since alternative A assumes the continuation of the trends of the recent 
past, the forecasts and the comment based on this alternative are not systematically 
optimistic; or if they are, it is in the sense of expecting a continuing expansion 
and hoping that particular countries now in difficulties will be able to surmount 
them quickly without detriment to their long-term economic growth. The 
alternative B analyses the situation in systematically optimistic terms. It serves 
the further purpose of showing the sensitivity of the vehicle forecasts to GNP 
forecasts. 

Tables A-l to A-5 show, with regard to the population and per capita GNP 
of the developing countries in each area, the 1968 data and the resulting forecasts 
for 1980 according to the alternative assumptions. 
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TABI.K A-l.    POPUIATION AND per capita GNP 

ARKA 1 :   Tin: CARIBBEAN AND LATIN AMKRKA 

PopulMioii 

I96S Anmuil 

( I'er cent) 

¡^recast 
19X0 

I I'Uousmds) 

Per capita GNP in dollars 

196Ü  

Tlw Caribbean and 
Central America 

Costa Rica   1,634 
Dominican Republic     4,029 
El Salvador  3,266 
Guatemala  4,864 
Haiti     4^671 
Honduras    2 413 
Jamaica    Ì.9Ù 
Mexico   47,267 
Nicaragua  1,842 
Pan:»ma   1,372 
Trinidad and Tobago  1,021 

Sub-total  74,292 

South America 

Argentina   23,617 
Bohv'a  "l/,80 
Brazil  88,209 
chlle   9,351 
Colombia   19,825 
Ecuador  5 595 
Pa"guay  2,231 
Pm>  12,772 
Uruguay  2,818 
Venezuela   9i686 

Sub-total  178,884 

To,al  253,176 

3.2       109,394 

1.6 
1.4 
3.0 
2.3 
3.2 
3.3 
2.7 
3.0 
1.4 
3.4 

2.7 

2.9 

476 

28,569 
5,530 

125,742 
12,286 
28,933 
8,408 
3,071 

18,206 
3,330 

14,467 

248,542 

357,936 

I9H0 

Vomast A      lorecist li 

4.2 2,673 456 508 555 
3.6 6,199 290 385 385 
3.4 4,883 277 363 363 
3.1 7,016 315 418 431 
1.9 5,854 91 91 142 
3.3 3,562 256 286 343 
1.9 2,398 4% 672 772 
3.4 70,664 566 751 751 
3.2 2,688 373 495 505 
3.2 2,002 609 958 958 
3.0 1,455 733 1,190 1,190 

6.% 646 

1,187 
284 
437 
848 
486 
304 
327 
425 

1.066 
1.252 

596 

610 

fMktinofSuti,tlc,; for growth rat« ofWuatior/ÏS^ÄrlÄ"*'0"' *&*No':*>.XV1U)ÄS 

Ponenti of the number of vehicle« in tue in 19*0 
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TABLE A-2.    POPULATION AND per capita C.NP 

ARI:A 2: SOUTH-EAST ASIA 

ARLA 3: TUL RBST 01 ASIA, EXCLUDING I HI- MIDDLE LAM 

196X 

Area 2 

Burma  26,389 
indonesia  112,825 
Khmer Republic  6,557 
Lao»  2,825 
Malaysia   11,840 
Philippines    35,883 
Singapore   1,988 
Thailand   33,693 
Viet-Nam, Rep. of  17,414 

Population 

Forecast 

Per capiti (,\P in dollars 

Annual I9S0 
growth rate 19X0 

( 1 housimds) 
I'M* 

1 Per cent) l-orecasl ^      / omasi It 

2.0 33,467 78 92 120 
2.3 148.241 % % 143 
2.6 8,929 160 210 231 
2.5 3,799 72 94 105 
3.1 17,079 325 440 445 
3.3 52,978 301 335 403 
3.0 2,834 723 939 1,001 
3.1 48,602 166 261 261 
3.0 24,824 201 264 278 

Sub-total 249,414 2.6       340,753 158 1% 

Area 3 

Afghanistan        16,113 
Ceylon     11,964 
Hong Kong       3,925 
India   523,893 
Iran      27,081 
Korea, Rep. of    30,470 
Nepal    10,652 
Pakistan  109,520 

232 

1.8 19,961 80 108 126 
2.6 16,293 151 170 218 
3.7 6,070 620 858 858 
2.4 * 696.411 80 96 118 
2.7 37,282 295 440 440 
2.8 42,439 194 274 274 
1.8 13,196 75 98 119 
2.6 149,144 140 190 202 

2.5 980,796 109 146 164 

2.5 1,321,549 122 159 182 

Sub-total 733,618 

T'tal  983,032 

Soutcn : Ai for tabic A-l. 

the population are broadly the same. The constants were established empirically. 
A set of graphs was prepared, one for each area, on which the points represented 
the per capita GNP and the number of cars in use in 1968 for the various countries. 
On each of these scatter diagrams a trend line (or one for each sub-area) was then 
drawn, whose slope defined the value of the constant. 

Exactly the same procedure was followed to forecast the number of PSV 
in use per thousand inhabitants in 1980. Multiplication by the forecast 1980 
population, in thousands, then gave the forecast total number of cars or PSV 
(as the case might be) in use in 1980. 

As regards CV, the method of calculation was even simpler. For each 
country the ratio of the forecast per capita GNP in 1980 to the actual value in 
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TAKLI A-.!   POPULATION AN» per oipihi GNP 

AHI A 4: NORTH AI-RICA AND THL MIDDII FASI 

/W>,\' 

Sortii Africa 

Algeria     12,943 
Egypt  31,693 
Libya  1,803 
Morocco  14,580 
Sudan     14,770 
Tunisia     4,920 

Sub-total  80,709 

Middle litui 

<-:vpnis     622 
,r3lì    8,634 
Is«d    2,745 
.M*»   2,103 
Lebanon    2.580 
Saudi Arabia  7,100 
sy"a    5701 
Yemen, People's 

Dem. Rep. of   1,195 
Turkey    33339 

Sub-total  64,219 

Total   144,928 

/'I'/'iW.i/ii'ii 

/'iWfiW/ 

IVr 1 api ta <;.\7 IN Ji'llitrs 

Annuiti 19X0 
growth title imi /V<W 
(Per lem) 1 ¡hcusimds) / iireatst H      1 beutst li 

1.7 15,845 220 254 350 
2.6 43,159 190 280 280 
3.7 2,788 1,412 1,628 1,813 
2.8 20,307 208 213 294 
2.9 20,818 110 130 154 
2.2 6,389 225 322 339 

109,306 213 272 311 

Seines: As for tabic A-1. 

0.9 693 704 885 1,217 
3,3 12,747 270 425 425 
0.0 3,353 1,460 2,631 2,631 
3.2 3,069 263 474 474 
2.6 3.513 515 676 744 
1.3 8,284 375 641 641 
2.9 8,036 200 280 280 

2.2 1,552 240 410 410 
2.6 45,673 380 457 549 

2.5 86,920 3% 549 603 

2.5 196,226 294 395 441 

19681 was calculated. Then the actual number of CV in use in 1968 was multiplied 
by this ratio in order to arrive at the forecast number in use in 1980 

Tables A-6 to A-10 show, for the developing countries in each area, the 
numbers of cars CV and PSV in use on 1 January 1968 and the numbers forecast 
tor 1 January 1980 according to the alternative assumptions. 

FortCMH of new registrations of motor vehicles 

The volume of new registrations has to exceed the growth in the number 

wW «1H !" Tn l° rep,aCC VehiC,CS Which are «W*»' In counl"<* where statistics of new registrata and the number of vehic is in use are avail- 

SreTtlvTnU    KT TV !Cngthy *** °f time< il is I"** » «rimate 

numbers with the senes of annual new registrations several years previously and 
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TABU A-4.    I'OPUIATION AND per capita CiNP 

ARIA 5: AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA 

/>l'/,"''"|'," 

I96H Annual 

( Thousands)   *""'"' ">" (Per cent) 

Central Africa 

Ang^'a     5,362 
Cameroon  5,562 
Central African Rep  1,488 
Chad   3,460 
Congo  870 
Gabon   480 
Zaire    16,730 

Sub-total  33,952 

Lastern Africa 

Botswanda   611 
Burundi  3,406 
Ethiopia  24,212 
Kenya   10,209 
Madagascar  6,500 
Malawi   4,270 
Mauritius    787 
Mozambique  7,274 
Reunion  426 
Rwanda  3,405 
Somalia  2,670 
Swaziland  395 
Tanzania, United Rep. of.. 12,590 
Uganda  8,133 
Zambia  4,080 

Sub-total  88,968 

West Africa 

Dahomey   2,571 
Gambia  350 
Ghana   8,376 
Guinea  3,795 
Ivory Coast    4,100 
Liberia  1,130 
Mali  4,787 
Mauritania  1,120 
Niger  3,806 
Nigeria   62,650 
Senegal   3,685 
Sierra Leone  2,475 
Togo  1,769 
Upper Volta  5,175 

Sub-total     105,789 
Total  227,474 

1.5 
2.4 
2.4 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.4 
2.1 

3.0 
2.0 
1.5 
2.9 
2.4 
2.4 
2.9 
1.5 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 

3.0 
1.8 
2.9 
2.9 
2.4 
1.5 
2.4 
1.5 
3.0 
2.4 
2.4 
1.5 
3.0 
2.4 

I oretast 
tOHO 

( Thousands) 

6.411 
7,394 
1,978 
4,137 
1,040 

574 
22,239 
43,773 

871 
4,319 

28,950 
14,390 
8,640 
5,6% 
1,109 
8,698 

600 
4,799 
3,869 

557 
17,746 
11,463 
5,751 

2.3       117,458 

3,665 
434 

11,806 
5,349 
5,450 
1,375 
6,363 
1,339 
5,425 

83.281 
4,898 
2,959 
2,522 
6,879 

2.3       141,745 

Per upita (..VP ni dollars 

19HI) 
l9hX 

120 
168 
125 
70 
130 
580 
79 

109 

100 
50 
65 
126 
120 
58 
220 
100 
650 
40 
72 
180 
76 
% 
316 

98 

80 
110 
238 
120 
304 
225 
90 
140 
90 
80 
225 
153 
125 
50 

I omasi A      I <>rf(.i i lì 

141 
193 
144 
81 
150 
669 

_J3_ 
127 

120 
61 
91 
126 
138 
58 

251 
140 
749 
46 
83 
217 
90 
113 
442 

130 

93 
129 
280 
141 
350 
271 
104 
161 
104 
112 
259 
184 
144 
58 

195 
248 
184 
114 
211 
941 
128 

172 

138 
77 
105 
169 
177 
86 

.308 
162 
909 
56 
91 
252 
106 
134 
442 

250 

111 
173 
333 
168 
403 
365 
133 
227 
125 
118 
332 
248 
173 
74 

112 142 162 
2.3  302,976 107 135 197 

Sources: At for table A-l. 
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TA HI I A-5.    POPULATION AND per aipita GN1» 

ARIA 6:   Ou ANI A 

'  ' tr Pipila <i.\/' IM dollars 

I96X            Annuo! I'ctei'Mt mw, 
illums.mJ,)   X'l\"'»""'- IMO /VAX 

(/.•..««> ni,«,»,,.*, imillslA    ¡iireaisll¡ 

Fiji l-laiids   .            505          3.2 737 334 V71            453 

F
NcW,Crr'-.      l>m)          2h 2.288 170 ,98        Ìli 

French Polyu-su         ,(X,          2.5 134 1,200 ,,574         J ?£ 

Total      2,3BO          2.7 3,288 305 358           43? 

Soma:-: As tor tabic A-l. 

us to «mute how long vehicles last. In a few developed countries special 
urveys have been earned out using sampling techniques, in order to learn 

something about the age distribution of vehicles as well as the average lacrime 
before they are scrapped. B   "«-mut 

It is possible on the basis of these studies to construct a formula relating 
ne« registration» to the forecast increase in the number of vehicles in use and 
to the new reparation, in the past. This method, however, is not appropriate 
to the developing countries. In the first place, the existing practice is to keen 
vehicles in use for a longer period than in the developed countries. Secondly' 
Ms frequently the case that reliable statistics of vehicle registrations do no 

;;: ^r^;!;^years for wh,ch this inf°— -«**«• * <*< 
cars M«r?t$ ^ ^ «». ** developed countries the average lifetime of 

IZ• v       rlarC •T¿ " a^°Ut twdvc years and of CV «<» PSV about 
»xtcen years. These may be regarded as normal relationships which the develop- 

Zs°it mTv r p T rdea,rr to/ch,cvc by ími As s¡mp,ifving -»£ ons it may be supposed that all cars first registered before 1968 and none of 
Ac can first registered during the years 1968 to 1979 are scrapped by 1 Juary 
\m Similar assumptions arc made for CV and PSV, substituting 1964 for 1968 

elefyÄ t' ** "**S • -^--quired in the «even years 1969 to 1979 can be expressed in terms of the number of vehicles 
"i »se on 1 January in three given years. The formula is 

ho — P& + ^68 for cars, ai.d 
^80 - Pf» 4- PM for CV and PSV 

where P, is the number of vehicles in use on 1 January of year t. 

num^!nt9879tmTtr,tStratÌOm T^ at l° ^ Ccnt Pcr «>• ^ lumber in 1979 will be 13.9 per cent of the total for the eleven years 1969 to 
979, for which an approximate formula has just been given. This forniub 

XTvduci    C e,CVe7ear t0tal h0WCVCr: th< e¿» is ^-" number of vehicles scrapped m certain years (1968 for cars and 1964-1968 
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for CV ami I'SV). These magnitudes are unknown but may result in an over- 
statement of roughly 10 per cenf m the eleven-year total. This leads to a similar 
overstatement of the new registrations assumed for 1979. To take account of 
the margins of error in basic statistics and in the assumptions used, it was decided 
to regard the new registration estimates as applying to 1980 rather than 1979. 

It may be thought that 10 per cent is a modest annual growth rate for new 
registrations, but there are many factors involved which suggest that it may 
be a realistic one for developing countries. 

It is obviously of national interest for a developing country to limit new 
registrations and hence the growth in the number of vehicles in use, because 
this makes possible: 

Gradual establishment of a road network suitable for motor vehicle traffic 
which, in most cases, is non-existent in rural areas and in poor condition 
in the towns; 
Establishment of a fuel marketing network having supply points closely 
enough spaced to meet vehicle needs; 
Gradual establishment of vehicle maintenance and repair workshops through- 
out the territory; 
Training of mechanics to carry out this work ; 
Driver training and the inculcation of road discipline, which is indispensable 
if the number of accidents is to be kept within tolerable limits. 

In addition, it must be regarded as inevitable that new registrations will 
be limited to the output from domestic production, wherever that exists. In 
such cases, the choice of too high a growth rate will create many difficulties and, 
in particular, is almost bound to bring about a decline in product quality as a 
result of the introduction of unskilled and untrained labour into the production 
cycle. It is important to avoid this mistake since in many of the countries con- 
cerned neither management nor labour has a tradition of industrial production. 

Obviously the assumption of any common growth rate is a simplification 
which is justified only by the general nature of this study. The appropriate 
percentage should be decided for each country, making use of a thorough market 
survey, carried out on the spot, to evaluate possibilities, requirements and wishes 
through direct contact with the population. 

The targets for the annual percentage growth of new registrations and 
vehicles in use should be fixed in the light of the survey. They should be agreed 
with the Government, in the context of the industrialization plan. 

The margins of error in the forecasts 

The forecasts of the number of vehicles in use and of new registrations 
have been calculated to the nearest unit, not rounded off to the nearest ten, 
one hundred or one thousand vehicles. The reader must be warned against 
assuming that this carries any implications about the accuracy of the forecasts. 
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At every step in the method by which these forecasts were obtained there is a 
potential source of error. 

77/c basic statistics 

While the most recent and reliable statistics have been used, they are subject 
to reservations. In many developing countries the conduct of a population census 
is fraught with difficulties and the errors of omission or duplication were generally 
not of similar magnitude in successive censuses. "Growth rates of population 
often calculated from two distant and not comparable bench-mark years may 
be inaccurate by as much as 50 per cent." ' 

Gross National Product may be a relatively simple concept but the practical 
difficulties of estimating it, particularly in the least developed countries, are very 
great indeed owing to the lack of certain basic statistics and of the means of 
remedying this situation. The margin of error is likely to be much greater in 
the estimated size of GNP in any particular year than in its growth rate over 
a period of time. The method used to forecast vehicle demand makes use of 
both GNP and its rate of growth. 

Statistics of the number of motor vehicles in use arc based, in the final 
analysis, on the vehicle licensing activities of public authorities in the various 
countries. Certain categories of vehicles are not subject to licensing in some 
countries, for example, military vehicles. Non-licensed vehicles are not always 
included in the statistics of the number in use. A further reason for understatement 
of the number in use may be the failure of some vehicle owners to renew the 
licences anually while continuing to use the vehicles. 

Choice of growth rates 

For population it has been assumed that the average growth rate in the 
recent past (itself subject to statistical error) will also be applicable in the period 
up to 1980. The same assumption has also been made with regard to GNP under 
the first alternative. There are evidently many possible ways in which this assump- 
tion could prove false: As far as population is concerned, both death rates and 
birth rates may be expected to decline, but some of the factors involved do not 
affect both rates. As regards the GNP, since the object of the United Nations 
Second Development Decade is to accelerate the past rate of growth, the figures 
used for alternative A may be considered somewhat pessimistic. 

For the developing countries as a whole, the average annual growth rate 
assumed is 2.4 per cent for population and 5 per cent for GNP. The cumulative 
effect by 1980 of an error in these assumptions is likely to be rather significant. 
For example, if the population growth rate is 2.7 instead of 2.4 per cent then the 
population in 1980 will be 3.5 per cent larger. Similarly, if the growth rate of 
GNP is 6 instead jf 5 per cent, then GNP in 1980 will be 11.5 per cent larger. 
If population and GNP are both overestimated or both underestimated, the 

« OECD Development Centre, National Accounts of Less Developed Countries, 1950— 
1966 (Reference Number CD/R/MA.3). page 37. 
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margin of error in per capilo GNP (which is used in forecasting the number of 
cars and PSV) will be of a magnitude intermediate to the margins of error in 
these two parameters (in the same or the opposite direction). If, however, one 
parameter is underestimated and the other overestimated, the margin of error in 
per capita GNP will be approximately the sum of the two margins of error. 

Correlation of number of vehicles in use with GNP and per capita GNP 

In view of the doubtful quality of some of the basic statistics, it was not 
thought appropriate to use sophisticated methods when forecasting the vehicle 
densities for 1980 on the basis of a correlation with the forecast GNP or per 
capita GNP in that year. By grouping the developing countries into areas where 
economic, social and geographical conditions are generally not too dissimilar, 
it is probable that the margins of error were reduced. 

New registrations 

Since the volume of new registrations depends on the number of vehicles 
scrapped as well as on the growth in the number in use, there is the risk that 
it has been overestimated by adopting too optimistic an attitude to the moderni- 
zation of passenger and goods transport in many developing countries. As 
already mentioned, the approximate formula for deriving the new registrations 
from the number n use slightly overstates the requirements; on the other hand, 
the assumption that new registrations grow at 10 per cent annually should prove 
reasonably accurate for the developing countries as a whole, though not neces- 
sarily for particular countries. 






